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ABSTRACT
The architecture of a software system contains the most important choices made in the
design of the system. The development team makes most of these decisions early in the
development process, as many other decisions depend on them. This thesis follows the
reasoning of Denaro et al. (2005) that many performance problems can be prevented by
having insight into application performance the early stages of development.
In this thesis an adaption to this method is proposed: the continuous performance
method. Continuous performance testing allows for insight into the performance of the
current and alternative architectures. It allows architects and manager to manage the
performance of an application during and after development. And by managing the
performance, a well balanced determination can be made whether effort needs to be made
to improve performance.
In addition to proposing the method, this thesis contains a set of tools useful in
performing continuous performance testing. The toolset was focused on the CQRS
architectural pattern, as both case studies dealt with an CQRS system. An number
of experts were interviewed, sharing their experience with performance testing of large
distributed systems, and in particular CQRS. In addition a literature study was conducted
into methods to generate realistic workload, representative of actual product usage. These
findings contributed to the design and creation of a set of software tools used to create
and send workload into a target software system and measure the resulting performance.
We confirm and further improve the findings by performing 2 case studies at at Product
software company in the Netherlands. The results were evaluated in validation interviews
with software architects working at this company. Their found the method and tool set of
useful and have begone incorporating this into their standard development practices.
Keywords: Performance testing, Continuous performance, Early performance testing,
Workload characterization, Test workload generation, CQRS, Software architecture
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1
INTRODUCTION
Performance demands placed upon modern software systems are constantly increasing.
Systems ranging from simple websites to large business solutions need to support concurrent
access by large numbers of users. Both conventional wisdom and several studies (Weyuker
& Vokolos, 2000; Compuware, 2006) say many of these software project have performance
problems. There can be many causes for these performance problems: bugs, slow or lack
of hardware, bad design, dependency’s on other slow software or just general neglect in
taking performance in account. Performance problems can cause cost overruns, delays or
outright project failure. In addition, performance problems can occur on widely different
characteristics such as system response time or throughput ( the number of simultaneous
request it can handle) but generally have one major consequence, users or connected
systems cannot use the resulting software.
This thesis follows the reasoning of Denaro et al. (2005) that many of these problems
can be prevented by having insight into application performance the early stages of
development. The approach Denaro et al. (2005) proposes, early performance testing,
consists of selecting a number of uses cases relevant to performance given an architecture.
Mapping these use cases to deployment technology and platforms, generation of stubs for
not available components, and finally running these use cases and reporting performance
measurements. And while these performance measurements will likely not be identical to
the measurements of the final product, they do give an indication. Using these indications
the process of making architectural choices becomes based on factual and verifiable
information.
So why should anybody care about the architectural choices? The architectural choices
and the architecture they are contained in are, in one form or another, the most important
choices made in the design of a software system. Or as (Fowler, 2003) puts it "Architecture
is about the important stuff. Whatever that is.". Not all choices made during development
of a project are part of the architecture. Choices one software system defines as part of the
architecture do not need to be part of it in a different system. However the choices that
are part of the architecture have by definition a major effect on the final product, ranging
from functional and development implications to performance consequences. Changes to
these architectural choices, especially in later development stages, can be considered costly
in both time and price.
1.1

problem statement

As stated in the introduction, the architecture of a software system contains the most
important choices made in the design of the system. The development team makes most of
these decisions early in the development process, as many other decisions depend on them.
For example the choice to use a specific type of database could be a a architectural decisions
(depending on the importance of the database in the project). The selection for a of type
database will have consequences on different aspects of the development process, but also
the final product. Developers are impacted as code needs to be written to communicate to
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that specific type, performance is impacted depending on the performance characteristics
and hardware and vendor software needs to be purchased to make the database type
available. Considering the investments made in this choice during the development process,
one can image that changing architectural choices later in development process can be
costly, sometimes to high to consider practical. These high costs can lead to costs overrun,
performance/functionality not meeting requirements or even outright project failure. This
research focuses on one of the causes of changes to architectural choices namely unclear
performance consequences of the chosen architectural decisions.
A special case where gaining insight into performance characteristics of implementations
of components and their integration in the system as a whole becomes increasingly
important, is a CQRS based system. The advantages of using the CQRS pattern ly mainly
in the field of scalability and simplification. These advantages need to be taken into
account when making further architectural decision. Therefore it is strange performance
data is not taken into account when making CQRS architecture decisions.
To summarize this problem we define our problem statement used in this thesis as:
"The architectural design of a CQRS based distributed system has huge consequences
on the implementation, however the performance consequences are not known when
making these design decisions."

1.2

objective

CQRS is a software pattern that enables high concurrent load or variability (Kabbedijk et
al., 2013). Such consequences are closely linked to several performance metrics, and it
is easy to imagine early performance testing could prove a significant boon to software
development projects implementing a CQRS architecture. Advantages of CQRS like
higher concurrent load can be measured, and give with the use of early performance
testing early insight into project decisions and potential problems. However architectural
decision making and quality control do happen not only early and late in the development
process, they are continuous processes. Measuring the performance of an application
early in development and when development is finished provides for a gap where the
performance of an application is not monitored. The purpose of this thesis project is to
provide a method & toolset to measure the performance of distributed CQRS components
continuously during the development process.
The performance data gained from these performance tests gives insight into the
performance of different distributed components in the target system. Stakeholders can
through the use of continuous performance testing make better informed decisions early
in the development process, preventing costly changes in architectural design later in
the process. However this combination of continuous performance testing and CQRS
has as of yet not taken place. And while early performance testing has been proven
effective in testing more conventional architectures (Ueno & Tatsubori, 2006; Denaro et
al., 2005). Questions can be asked if an similar but continuous approach is also practical
when developing a CQRS architecture. What changes be made in the early performance
testing approach to make advantage of the different strengths and weaknesses of CQRS?
By providing this method and toolset specifically adapted to fit a CQRS architecture
we hope to improve the architectural decisions making process of all types of software
applications but especially CQRS type systems.
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Therefore the formal objective of this thesis is defined as:
"To design and validate a method & tool for continuous performance testing to support
the architectural design of a distributed CQRS system"

1.3
1.3.1

relevance
Scientific Relevance and social relevance

Weyuker & Vokolos (2000) report a weakness of scientific literature in the field of software
performance testing. An online search for software performance testing for example
returned two results: his paper and one by Avritzer & Weyuker (1996) about generating
workload for these performance tests. Our contribution to the field consists of providing
empirical research with a case study on early & continuous performance testing. Furthermore, except for the work of Denaro, Polini, & Emmerich (2005) no research contribution
has been made on early performance testing. This thesis shows what an implementation
of early performance testing consists of, and builds on the early performance method of
Denaro et al. (2005) with a case study into a specific distributed architecture, namely:
CQRS.
While material describing a CQRS architecture is available on the internet, only little
scientific literature Kabbedijk et al. (2013) on the subject has been published. In this
respect the thesis offers a scientific basis for further research into CQRS and its advantages
and disadvantages specifically towards testing. During this thesis project a literature
review of the current methods for generating accurate user load is performed. This user
load will be based on user interaction with the current solution, contributing to the field
of workload generation.
The practical value this research delivers is in the form of a method & tool to perform
continuous performance testing on a CQRS system. The desire for such a tool and
method comes from the business need of a software company currently designing a CRQS
distributed system. Architects can use the tool and method to measure performance
of different components during development. Using the tool & method in a non-CQRS
distributed system will need some redesign, but the aim is to make the tool as generic
as possible to allow performance test on various types of distributed systems. Secondly
this thesis provides an method how to use continuous performance testing to improve
the decisions making process in a distributed CQRS architecture. As mentioned in the
problem statement section, this will allow a company to base decisions in their architectural
decision process on actual performance insight.
1.4

thesis outline

This first chapter describes the general focus of this research in the introduction, the
problem statement and objective, finally the relevance of the research is discussed. In
chapter 2 the approach this research takes is explained, first stating the research questions
and the research methods performed to answer these questions. This section is concluded
by a PDD (Process deliverable diagram) containing the steps this research takes and a
section which discusses the challenges this research faces. Chapter 3 gives the theoretical
background of this thesis, giving a summary of previous literature on the different subjects
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this thesis research touches. Chapters 4-7 gives answers to the research questions. Chapters
4 contains the execution and results of an literature study in workload generation methods.
In chapter 5 we discuss the findings of a number of expert interviews regarding performance
testing of distributed architectures, and specifically performance testing of CQRS style
architectures. Chapter 6 combines the results of both previous chapters with the creation
of a continuous performance method and the toolset to perform this method. And performs
this method in two case studies. In chapter 7 we discuss continuous performance method
and the results of those case study’s with software architects for validation purposes. And
chapter 8 gives the conclusions of this research, reflections on the research method and
future work.
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2
RESEARCH APPROACH
This section describes the research approach used to solve the problem described in the
problem statement and how to fulfill the thesis objective. First our research questions are
defined to allow us to create the research model. The main research questions is answered
using the principles of design science, with several different research methods used to
answer the research sub-questions. A more detailed representation of the different steps
this thesis takes is presented in the process deliverable diagrams (PDD) with accompanying
definition tables. Furthermore the different PDD activities and accompanying research
methods used are explained. And finally we discuss the challenges and risks this research
faces in order to answers the research questions and fulfill the research objectives.
2.1

research questions

From the problem and objective statements the following main research questions is
derived.
How can an architect use continuous performance testing to make better informed choices in a CQRS distributed architecture?
Several questions need to be answered to solve this main research question. To enable the
creation of an continuous performance testing approach one first has to know which questions are likely to be asked. Therefore the important performance criteria (for CQRS) need
to be found. Which criteria are used to base decisions on and what are the corresponding
metrics which can be recorded during the tests. We perform a series of interviews in which
software architects currently designing a CQRS architecture give their professional opinion.
1 Which Performance criteria are perceived as important by architects and
affect the designing of a CQRS based distributed architecture?
Another key factor in continuous performance testing is the ability to have realistic load,
techniques for load generation need to be compared. Performance need to be based on realistic, or close to actual realistic of the system. A literature study is conducted into current
workload generation techniques. These techniques then are compared for interoperability
with CQRS performance testing.
2 What are techniques for workload generation?
Once the results of these 2 sub-questions are known, it becomes possible to create a method
and tool to perform continuous performance testing. The test tool and method are validated
by performing a case study on a prototype CQRS distributed architecture. W
3 How can a tool for continuous performance testing be implemented in
practice?
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We further validate the findings of the case studying by conducting interviews with a number
of software architects. We discuss the results of the case study and the test tool and methods
created to create these results.
4 What are the consequences of continuous performance testing on decision
criteria?

Research question

Table 1: Research questions
Research method
Research deliverable

RQ

Design Science

RQ
RQ
RQ
RQ

2.2

1
2
3
4

Expert interviews
Literature Review
Design Science
Case study
Expert interviews

CQRS Performance measuring tool
CQRS Performance measuring method
Decision Criteria
Workload generation comparison
CQRS Performance measuring tool
Case study findings
Evaluation ratings

design research

Hevner, March, Park, & Ram (2004) states two paradigms characterize the research
in information science. Behavior science seeks to develop theories and validation for
the theories with respect to the organizational and human behavior. Design science in
contrary focuses on expanding the boundaries of human and organizational capabilities
with innovative new artifacts, ideas, practices and products. This research aims to follow
the guidelines of Hevner et al. (2004) to build an artifact with the ability to test a CQRS
distributed architecture during development. The artifact will then be evaluated for
purposes of validity and applicability.
As mentioned design science is used as the basis for this research (Figure 1). The main
trigger for this research comes from a large Dutch ERP-vendor. They together with other
software architect and developers working on a CQRS project represent the environment
part of the framework. This large ERP-vendor is currently building a new version of
their ERP solution. The product is going to have a distributed CQRS architecture and
the company is in need of a solution to test the performance of different choices within
this architecture. The business need gives the research its relevance, and based on these
needs the research questions are defined. Using existing scientific literature combined with
expert interviews, a tool and method is developed, which is then validated using an round
of expert interviews.
As described by guideline 1 the artifact created will be used by the case company to help
make architectural decisions. As the objective is to solve a real business need, and is based
and extensive existing scientific literature guidelines 2 and 4 are also covered. For SQ1 a
series of expert interviews is used, together with literature available from the knowledge
base. Studying the existing literature on workload generation and selecting applicable
solutions allows the answering of SQ2. These 2 research methods form the basis (guideline
5) of the first iteration of the artifacts. Sub question 3 is answered by a case study which
involves building the artifact and by deriving consequences from the design decision made
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Figure 1: Information systems research framework(Hevner et al., 2004)
Table 2: Research Guidelines Hevner et al. (2004)
Guideline
Description
1. Design as an Artifact
Design-science must produce a viable artifact in the form of
a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation.
2. Problem relevance
The objective of design-science research is to develop
technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems.
3. Design Evaluation
The utility, and efficiency of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods.
4. Research Contributions
Effective design-science research must provide clear and verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design
foundations, and/or design methodologies.
5. Research Rigor
Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design
artifact.
6. Design as an Search Process The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available
means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the
problem environment.
7. Communication of Research Design-science must be presented effectively both to
technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences.
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during the building phase. This research can be placed under the Develop/Build and the
justify/evaluate part of the framework. The literature study represents the knowledge base
in the framework while the knowledge gained is in the applicable knowledge section. Finally
with SQ4 the artifact is further evaluated and refined using validating interviews(guideline
3,6), this together with the case study in SQ3 is placed under the justify/evaluate part
of the framework. Finally the result of this research will be documented in this thesis
completing guideline 7.
2.3

process deliverable diagram

Using the work of van de Weerd & Brinkkemper (2008) we created the following process
deliverable diagrams (PDD). The PDD consists of two integrated diagrams. The process
view on the left side closely resembles an activity diagram, showing the different activity’s
performed in this thesis project. The right side of the diagram show the deliverable
view, this side draws most of its notations form the UML class Diagram. It shows the
deliverables produced by the activity’s and how each deliverable is connected and used in
connection with other deliverables.
The PDD (figure 2 ) divides the thesis research project into 6 distinct phases. The goal
of the first phase: Develop proposal , is to have a clear road-map what the research should
consist of, and how to get there. This is done using the two deliverables produced during
this phase, the long proposal and proposal presentation will allow university and company
supervisor, and fellow MBI students to give feedback on the direction of the research.
Once the proposal has been agreed to, a Workload generation literature study (see section
2.5) and a interview round (see section 2.4) takes place. Next, a first version of the design
artifacts is created in creating test artifact & method, built using knowledge gained in the
previous 2 phases. Then a single case study (see section 6.3) is performed, the artifacts
are then iteratively improved using the experience gained during this case study. Finally
the results of the test cases and the used artifacts are presented to a number of experts
during validation interviews (see section 2.7) what results in the completed thesis and the
finalization of the thesis project.
2.4

performance decision criteria interview protocol

In this research two rounds of expert interviews will take place. The first research question
is tackled by means of a series of expert interviews. From these interviews a number of
performance criteria are collected. These performance criteria will have, according to
the experts, a serious impact on the decision making process. A second round of expert
interviews will take place at the end of the research. A case study will give the result
gathered from performance metrics. These case study results will be given to a subset of
the experts from the first round of interviews. The usefulness of these metrics is discusses
validating the contribution in helping make architectural decisions.
Kajornboon (2005) states in Using interviews as research instruments, "The interview
starts before the interview actually begins". The interview preparation is as important as
the interview itself. For this research a semi-structured approach of interviews is chosen.
The advantage of using a semi-structured approach is the flexibility such an interview
technique offers. A semi-structured interview also offer the ability to adapt if a question
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Figure 2: Thesis process delivery diagram
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in the interview requires more detail, or raises other questions. The interview protocol
consisting of list of questions and furthermore a brief introduction(see appendix A) is given
to interviewees before the interview takes place. Allowing interviewees to think about the
specific questions beforehand.
2.5

workload generation literature study

This section details the literature study protocol created to answer one of our research
questions: "What are techniques for workload generation?". This research question is
answered by identifying and comparing different workload characterization and generation
methods, giving an detailed image of the current state of the scientific field. Workload
can be defined as the actions simulating user interaction with the system. However to
be able to generate synthetic workload a clear model of the Workload needs to be made.
By first using different characterization and generation techniques, performance tests can
be created which accurately represent how the system would run in a live environment.
Furthermore by generating the workload is becomes possible to increase or decrease the
demands placed on the system allowing for stress testing. Scientific literature contains
many methods to model or generate this usage. However no clear identification of different
types of methods exist, furthermore advantages and disadvantages of the available methods
are not documented. Especial towards the area of continuous performance testing, and
the advantage/disadvantages this brings.
A literature protocol is established based on the recommendations of Webster & Watson
(2002) and Kitchenham & Charters (2007). This literature protocol describes the actions
taken to gain and classify the necessary scientific literature and the additional actions
taken to prevent researcher bias. Kitchenham & Charters (2007) defines a number of
elements useful to include in the literature protocol.
• Background
• Research Question
• Search Strategy
• Study selection criteria
• Study selection procedure
• Study quality assessment
• Data extraction strategy
• Data synthesis\analysis strategy
• Dissemination strategy
• Project timetable
The final two components Kitchenham & Charters (2007) lists are not specifically
addressed in this chapter. The dissemination strategy is only applicable if the literature
study is not already part of an large research documents, which is not the case. While the
thesis timetable, of which this literature study is part of, is already documented in the
thesis timetable.
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2.5.1

Search strategy

The search strategy contains the data sources and search keywords that are going to
be searched. This strategy is documented to assess the rigor of the completeness and
reliability as prescribed by Kitchenham & Charters (2007).
Data sources
Our data collection strategy consists of using three scientific search engines:
• Google Scholar
• CiteSeerX
• ieeexplore
.
Besides these main search locations books on Amazon, Google books, and the Utrecht
university library are searched for relevant material. Using these data sources a number of
search keyword will be searched for.
Table 3: Search Keywords
Topic

Search keywords

Workload generation
techniques

Testing workload generation
Workload generator
Deriving workload
Test user generation
Performance profiling

Table 3 lists the keywords that are going to be to searched for relevant papers. First
step in the research protocol is to identify major contributions in the scientific literature
concerning workload generation techniques. Besides these keywords references, references
to papers are also looked at in these major contributions, a technique Webster & Watson
(2002) calls "going backward". This method also taken in the opposite direction ("going
forward") as important papers references are also examined.
2.5.2

Selection Criteria

The selection criteria are used to assess the relevance of the found literature. The first
step will in contain a large number of not relevant papers, by filtering on the selection
criteria a smaller subset of relevant papers will be created.
Inclusion Criteria
• Papers relevant to workload generation for performance test purposes in software.
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Exclusion Criteria
The following types of papers are excluded
• Unpublished papers.
• Papers written different language than English.
• Papers from which no full copy can be found.
• Papers published before 1 jan. 1990
2.5.3

Data extraction strategy

The data extraction strategy defines how the information required for the answering of
the research question will be obtained. For each of the papers which pass the selection
criteria a short description of the used workload generation method will be created that
matches the method described in the paper.
During this literature study we will use the approach of Webster & Watson (2002)
who proposes to create a concept matrix to make the transition from an author-centric
to a concept centric paper organization. Using this approach we will sort the mentioned
descriptions by overall method pattern. This allows for defining several arch-types of
workload generation patterns. These arch-types can then be defined and compared for
several attributes. This allows easier comparison between different types and sub-types of
methods.
2.5.4

Data analysis strategy

In the data-analysis section the different workload generation methods sorted by arch-type
will be analyzed. This comparison will take place over defining characteristics of the
arch-types. Advantages and disadvantages of the mentioned methods are discussed, and a
matrix is created to help decide which workload generation method is best applicable in
which situation.
2.6

thesis case study

As mentioned in the research model a single case study (Yin, 2009) is performed, to test
the validity of the method and tool for continuous performance testing. The case study
will take place at the initiator of the research project AFAS a Dutch ERP vendor. AFAS
is currently completely redesigning their flagship ERP solution. One of the core principles
of this redesign is the focus on a CQRS distributed architecture. A mentioned by Darke,
Shanks, & Broadbent (1998) cases study are suitable for many different research aims,
including testing theory’s. Using the guidelines from (Yin, 2009) four phases are defined
for the case study.
2.6.1

case study design

The case study will be performed as an embedded single case study. This because while
only one case study (at AFAS) will be performed it will contain multiple units of analysis.
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This objective of this case study is to answers research question 3 and serves as validation
of the artifacts developed during this thesis.
2.6.2

Conduct case study

The actual conducting of the case study will take place at AFAS. The current CQRS
implementation of their ERP product will be used to test the validity and usefulness of
the created thesis artifacts(the adapted continuous performance testing method and the
continuous performance testing tools). These artifacts will both be used on the complete
CQRS solution as well as individual components.
2.6.3

Collect data

During the performing of the case study, data is combined from different sources. As
described by Darke, Shanks, & Broadbent (1998) case study’s usually have multiple
different data collection techniques. The primary means of data collection will be the
observation of implementing the method & tool. A large part of the thesis is used to
implement the method and tool at the case company, during this time observation of
the relevant activities & information is recorded. In addition, a series of interviews with
stakeholders (software architects & decision makers) inside the case company will take
place. These interviews are discussed in evaluation interview protocol 2.7. Finally an
analysis design and technical documentation is performed.
2.6.4

Analyze Case study data

The last step of this case study is to analyze the case study data. As such data is combined
and analyzed, furthermore corrections to the thesis artifacts are made if the data leads to
improvements.
2.7

evaluation interview protocol

As mentioned in the performance criteria interview protocol (see 2.4) this thesis project
contains 2 rounds of interviews. The first round in primarily aimed in an exploratory way,
as new information about performance criteria is needed. This second round is primarily
aimed as a validation round. Interviewees from the first round, associated with the case
company are given the result of the case study. The results of the previous 3 research
questions are detailed and discussed. With particular focus on the main contribution
of this thesis the continuous performance method created, and the results of using this
methods with the corresponding newly created toolset. We ask for input on the method, if
this is found useful, and if the results of the performance tests conducted with the method
and tool are enough to base performance decisions on.
2.8

challenges

During this thesis project several challenges and risks will be faced. The literature study
can result in no clear selection of workload generation methods, in this case an existing
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ones needs to be adapted or a new method needs to be created. Furthermore during the
expert interviews conflicting view on performance criteria can become apparent, increasing
the changes of creating a very limited method. This would require large investment of
time in different performance test cases or, strict selection of only the most important
criteria. The performance measuring tool can also prove to be a to large project to finish
during the thesis time-frame, this would mean the capabilities of the tool would be limited
to a bare minimum. Or to risk a large extension to the thesis timetable.
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3
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This section discusses the theoretical background of this thesis as collected from scientific
literature. The section elaborates on 3 main fields this research is based in: software
architecture, performance testing and CQRS. Readers knowledgeable on these topics can
safely skip this chapter.
3.1

software architecture

As the size and complexity of software systems increases design problems begin to occur
on a level higher then data-structures and algorithms. This results in problems when
designing the overall structure of the system. Design issues include the overall organization,
control structure, communication protocols, synchronization, data access, functionality
assignment, physical distribution, design element composition, scaling and performance
and design alternatives selection (Garlan & Shaw, 1993). This higher level of the design
is known as the software architecture of a system. This is in essence an abstraction of
the implementation of the system, hiding some details in order to better describe the
properties of a given software system.
Over the years considerable work has been performed in defining this topic. For example
Bass, Clements, & Kazman (2003) denotes software architecture as "The structure or
structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties
of those elements, and the relationships among them.". This definition however lacks
the level abstraction a software architecture gives. The previous definition could also be
accurate for the software system itself. Fowler (2003) give in this respect a better definition:
"the highest level concept of a system", however this definition can have different meanings
depending of the stakeholder. A customer will read in this word a list of requirements
while a developer will expect a class diagram of the system.
This thesis focuses primarily on one type of stakeholder: the software architect.
The person or persons responsible for the decision making of different architectural
components/elements. By improving the available information on an architectural choice
we improve the architecture rational. From this viewpoint we define the architecture of
a software system as the most important decisions in a software system as seen by the
software architects..
3.1.1

Software components

Software components encapsulate a set of related functions which communicate with each
other in a network environment Coulouris et al. (2011). It is an unit of software which
provides some transformation of data using its accessible interfaces(Perry & Wolf, 1992).
This transformation can include performing calculations, saving or loading from disk, or
transferring it to a different format. Software component can be both publicly accessible
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(available outside the scope of the distributed system) or private and only available to
other internal components.
3.1.2

Distributed architecture

A distributed architecture is a subtype of a software architecture which deals specificity
with software system consisting of multiple independent software components Coulouris et
al. (2011). These independent software components can run and communicate on multiple
machines simultaneously. The very nature of the software system may require using a
distributed architecture: for example when the communication between computers on
different locations is required. In other situations a normal architecture is possible but
not practical, many current website fit this description, the performance required by these
websites is impossible to achieve on a single server, and needs to be handled across multiple
servers.
3.2

performance

What constitutes as performance and why is this performance considered important?
In scientific literature the term performance can be characterized in several different
ways: the result of interaction with the system behavior and resources with limited
capacity (Woodside et al., 2007a), the combination of 3 system characteristics: latency,
throughput and scalability (Denaro et al., 2005). When looked at from another direction,
non-performing systems, generally don’t provide their intended benefits to the user or
organization(Molyneaux, 2009), and ultimately create a cost of time, money and userapproval. A well performing application lets connected users and/or systems carry out
their designed tasks without a large perceived delay. (Williams et al., 1998)
Two different quality attributes are directly linked to performance in a software system:
throughput and response time.(Lundberg et al., 1999) Throughput is the ability of a
software system to handle a number of simultaneous tasks. Response time is the time it
takes for the system to complete a task. Both attributes are linked, a fast response time
will generally mean a larger throughput.
Scalability
In Characteristics of Scalability and Their Impact on Performance Bondi (2000) attempts
to classify the different aspect of scalability in a system. First he defines four different
types of scalability. Load scalability is the ability of a system to work without delay
at light, medium and heavy load. Space scalability is the ability of a system to have
manageable amounts of memory as the load on a system increases. Space-time scalability
means the ability of a system to be performing while the number of object inside the
system increases with magnitude. Lastly structural scalability deals with the ability of the
system to grow with object within a certain time-frame. Besides these four main types
of scalability, there are also implementation specific scalability types. For distributed
architecture the ability of the system to scale with speed and distance need to be taken in
to account.
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3.3

performance testing

Weyuker & Vokolos (2000) stress that software performance tests are an important often
overlooked part in software system development. Software performance testing is the
discipline of evaluating how the system performs in the field under different user demands.
Weyuker & Vokolos (2000) discuss an approach to conduct performance testing on a
software system. In particular the design of test cases and possible generation techniques
for workloads. The usual way of developing performance test is to develop a workload.
This workload consists of a representative performance load of the system. Next the
workload is performed on one or multiple systems. It is assumed the workload accurately
represents the actual usage of the system. If this is not the case the performance data
is will generally not support making the right decision and can even be harmful to the
decision process.
Woodside, Franks, & Petriu (2007a) give an introduction to the software performance
field in The future of software performance engineering. They state performance is a serious
problem in a large portion of software projects. To deal with this situation they conclude
a disciplined approach to performance testing is necessary. Two distinct approaches are
found in literature. First the pure measurement-based approach takes place late in the
development process, it applies testing diagnosis and tuning on the target system. Avritzer,
Kondek, Liu, & Weyuker (2002) gives an case study of such a test approach in Software
Performance Testing Based on Workload Characterization. After generating an appropriate
workload (see 3.3.2) is generated, the system is tested by running the workload on the
system and recording performance.
The second approach is the so-called model-based approach also called Software
performance engineering, this approach can take place relatively early in the development
process Smith (1993). The test case is modeled in a sequence diagram, from which an
execution graph is created. With the graph software and computer resources are added to
the model and the model is solved. Software performance engineering (Smith, 1993) is an
systematic quantitative approach to construct software systems which meet performance
objectives. The Model based approach(figure 3) consists of using the simplest possible
model that identifies problems with the system architecture. As the development process
continues the models are adapted and refined. When there is a high degree of uncertainty
about the performance estimator of a single component, a best case and worst case scenario
is created. If the best case scenario is unsatisfactory, alternatives need to be considered. If
the worst case scenario is still considered acceptable, development can continue.
3.3.1

Early performance testing

In Performance testing of distributed component architectures (Denaro et al., 2005) propose
a new approach to test the performance characteristics of distributed applications in an
early stage of the development process. Deriving application specific test cases from the
architectural design and testing these on middleware software early in the development
process. In the paper they define the following method for early performance testing.
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Figure 3: SPE modeling process
• Selection of the use-case scenarios relevant to performance, given a set of
architectural designs.
• Mapping of the selected use-cases to the actual deployment technology and
platform.
• Generation of stubs of component that are not available in the early stages of
the development life cycle, but are needed to implement the used cases.
• Execution of the test, which in turn includes: deployment of the application
under test (AUT), creation of workload generators, initialization of the persistent
data and reporting of performance measurements.
Using this method a case study was performed on a sample application, first deriving
application specific test cases. Then mapping the test cases to specific components and
connecting these components to stubs. These components mimic realistic component
behavior, but do not contain the complete functionality of the component.
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3.3.2

Workload generation

Workload generation is the art of creating simulated traffic for software applications
and systems, with the goal of using these generated workload as a substitute for actual traffic in testing environments. Many techniques for creating test workloads exist.
Avritzer & Weyuker (1996) proposed In Deriving workloads for Performance Testing an
application-independent way of generating workload for performance testing. Deriving
workload from SAR data (systems activity reporter). This SAR data consists of system
performance statistics like CPU and IO Resource usage from a server in a production
environment. The generator then uses the SAR data to generate a synthetic workload,
that uses the same resources as the production environment. This technique however has
some serious disadvantages. The CPU and IO resource demands are dependent on the
implementation, an even small changes can have major effect on these generated workloads.
Furthermore performance testing of multiple machines is difficult with this workload
generation technique. As workloads are only simulated on the target machine or machines
network behavior with other servers is not existent. In Synthetic workload generation for
load-balancing experiments Mehra & Wah (1995) discusses a second approach. In this
more dynamic strategy the load is again simulated by recording the resource usage in a
production environment.

Figure 4: Workload generation

Workload characterization
In Software Performance Testing Based on Workload Characterization (Avritzer, Kondek,
Liu, & Weyuker, 2002) an existing software system is first modeled into a simplified version
of the system. This will result in a series of variables or operations which characterize
the system from a resource point of view. Then the system working in a production
environment will be monitored to link these resources to a probability distribution for
each action performed.
3.4

cap theorem

The Cap Theorem or brewer’s theorem (Gilbert & Lynch, 2002) states that for such
a distributed software system it is impossible to have three qualities continuously and
completely: consistency, availability and partition tolerance. Availability is as the name
suggest the quality in which a system is always available to request from outside parties.
The consistency quality of a system is reached when changes towards the system are
atomic in nature and the system can therefore never exist in an inconsistent state. Finally
partition tolerance is ability for the system to run on different servers simultaneously.
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3.5

cqrs pattern

One of the architectural patterns developed to support scalability, and provide a practical
solution to brewers theorem in a distributed system is CQRS (Command Query Responsibility Separation (Young, 2010; Kabbedijk et al., 2013). This pattern prescribes separation
in client-server communication between commands and query’s, commands being actions
which can change data and query’s as requests for said data. This strict separation allows
architects to make different decisions in the architecture of a system.
Dividing a software system into a command side and query side, and processing
commands and events asynchronously. Commands are request for data changes and are
dealt by the so called aggregate roots, if a command results in changes to any data within
the system an event is created. This event is sent to the projection(s) which updates is
data model. If a query is sent to the projections the changed data is given back to the
UI. This model (Figure 5) is a simple representation of a CQRS system, most software
systems based on CQRS will have more software components behind both the aggregate
roots and projections.

Figure 5: Simple CQRS model
CQRS is heavily influenced by DDD (Domain Driven Design (Evans, 2002)), domain
logic is concentrated in the command side into aggregates. These aggregates have a similar
function as in DDD. These aggregate are designed to be isolated from each other, and
could be in the case of CQRS be considered separate components.
Another pattern often used in connection with CQRS is event sourcing Young (2010).
This pattern specifies storing the collection and storage of commands and events when the
system handles them. Storing these commands and events, allows the entire state of the
system to be replayed from first inception.
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4
W O R K L O A D G E N E R AT I O N L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W
Before performance tests can be used to tests the performance characteristics of a target
system, an acceptable workload has to exist. The demands placed on the workload can
vary greatly, depending on the complexity of the tests and the target system. If one wishes
to create an realistic workload for such a system an workload characterization needs to take
place. This chapter describes the execution of the literature review, the data extraction
and the analysis of the results. To perform a literature review on workload generation
the concept first needs to be clear. Elnaffar & Martin (2002) describe workload as a set
of requests or components that place demands on the systems resources. Requests and
components are given broad meanings in this quote, as the specific type workload depends
heavily on the computer system the workload is performed against. The performance
evaluation of software systems needs an thorough understanding of the workload of the
system. Jain (2010) mentions one of the most common problems in performance testing is
using an unrepresentative workload: "The workload used to compare two systems should be
representative of the actual usage of the system in the field". With this literature review
an overview and comparison is made of existing workload generation techniques.
4.1

search execution

As described in the literature protocol(section 2.5.1) a number of search terms where used
in three scientific search engine to give an initial selection. This selection (as shown in
table 4) contains result from multiple scientific library’s. Search-result from which the title
clearly indicated a different topic (for example "A general technique for querying XML
documents using a relational database system" (Shanmugasundaram et al., 2001)) where
already ignored in this result-set.
Table 4: Search results

4.1.1

Research source

Search results

ACM Portal
IEEE Xplore
ScienceDirect
SpringerLink
Citeseer

37
38
1
12
19

Selection execution

Next the search result where filtered to match the inclusion and exclusion criteria (see
2.5.2). Most non-relevant papers discussed automated test generation, a subject which
sounds close to the research subject. But is in fact more about code analysis, on which test
can be generated, instead of a discussion about generation methods for test data. After
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removing the excluded papers (see table 5), 39 papers remained discussing the generation
or use of generated workloads in software testing.
Table 5: Exclusion results

4.1.2

Criteria

Number of hits

Not relevant
Unpublished papers
Papers written in non-English language.
Papers from which no full copy can be found.
Papers published before 1 Jan. 1990

38
6
0
12
3

Data extraction

Each papers selected that passed the selection criteria was red and tagged with keywords
about generation method, sources and target platforms used. Many papers did not
specifically name the generation methods used, in these cases the methods where inferred
from the method explanation. From these keywords a number of concept methods where
extracted (see chapter 4.3).
4.2

workload generation characteristics

Workload generation methods can have a number of different characteristics associated with
them, and can generally can be defined into 2 different types: static and dynamic Elnaffar
& Martin (2002). Static workload techniques use the characteristics of the workload
which do not change depending on earlier of future actions. Techniques include clustering,
averaging and different types of correlations. In contrast, dynamic techniques generate a
workload in which actions are based on earlier executed workload, temporal correlations or
other outside sources. As workload have both static and dynamic characteristics, different
techniques from both types may be combined to generate a complete and realistic workload.
out
Another way workload generation methods can be differentiated is in the task delivery
model. A closed loop (also known as session based) model dictates new tasks can only be
send when the current task has been received (see figure 6), and if applicable allow for
some user or think time.
In an open loop (or transaction) model new tasks arrive independent on task completion
(see figure 7).
A third option is the so-called semi-open loop (see figure 8), which combines principles
form both. In this type, task can both be dependent and independent of previous
tasks completions, this type is most used for temporary session which have a limited
duration/number of tasks. Some of these differentiating characteristics are dependent on
the type of workload method. For example using an open-loop Markov chain would not
be a sensible choice in many cases. The transition from state to state in these Markov
chain would be more suited towards a closed or semi-closed loop.
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Figure 6: Closed loop

Figure 7: Open loop

Figure 8: Semi-Open loop
Table 6: Open & closed loops
Tag
Open loop
Closed loop

Papers
Botta et al. (2012)
Anderson et al. (2006); Bahga (2011); Barford
& Crovella (1998); Bodik et al. (2010); Botta et
al. (2012); Hlavacs et al. (2000); Mi et al. (2009);
Pereira & Silva (2006); Zhang et al. (2007); Sobel
& Subramanyam (2008); Weigle & Adurthi (2006)

Workload generation methods can also be differentiated in the target they are supposed
to be generating for. Not every workload generation method is meant to target an existing
software/hardware system. Some generation methods target non-existent systems and in
these cases the generated load is performed against a performance mathematical model
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of the system. In these cases both the workload, and the system, are simulated. This
does require detailed performance measurements from the original workload to know the
effects of a task on the system, or similar measurements so the basis of the model has
corresponding link to a performance measurement.
Table 7: Model & system driven
Tag

Papers

Model driven

Ganapathi et al. (2010); Gmach et al. (2007);
Hlavacs & Kotsis (1999); Lutteroth & Weber
(2008); Moreno et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2004);
Weigle & Adurthi (2006); Woodside et al. (2007b);
Yuksel & Sikdar (2000)

System driven

Anderson et al. (2006); Antonatos (2004); Avritzer
& Weyuker (1996); Bahga (2011); Barford & Crovella (1998, 1997); Bodik et al. (2010); Botta et
al. (2012); Bouillet & Dube (2010); Busari &
Williamson (2002); Denneulin (2004); Gambi et al.
(2013); Hlavacs et al. (2000); Hoorn et al. (2008);
Katsaros et al. (2012); Krishnamurthy (2006);
Lublin & Feitelson (2003); Mi et al. (2009); Pereira
& Silva (2006); Sobel & Subramanyam (2008);
Sommers & Barford (2004); Sommers et al. (2004);
Tsai et al. (1996); Zhang et al. (2007)

Burstiness (Mi et al., 2009) deals with another frequently overlooked fact when generating workload. The usage of a software system is not evenly distributed across time, but
has bursts and lulls. These can be relatively small, as some seconds have more request
than others or lunch breaks can decrease (or increase) usage of software application. But
large burst of activity (Slashdot effect, 2014) can also occur. While the argument can
be made that these large bursts of user activity are more suited for specific performance
stress tests, applying a smaller degree of burstiness to a workload can give the workload
more realistic behavior.
Finally, workload generators (the implementation of a single or multiple workload
generation methods) vary in the workload they output. In the empirical approach,
sampling is done of existing tracing data (data recorded from live sessions). In contrast the
analytical approach uses an mathematical model to generate synthetic workload. Both type
of approaches have their advantage and disadvantages. The empirical approach is easiest
to implement, however lacks the flexibility as the recorded traces are only representative for
one specific configuration and software version. The argument can be made the workload
is not really generated, just sampled. The analytical model does not have these drawbacks
but has the disadvantage that the model does not accurately exhibits the large number of
unique characteristics.
4.3

workload generation methods

As shown in the previous paragraphs workload generation methods can have a number of
different characteristics associated with them. However the main difference between these
methods is the approach itself.
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Table 8: Trace & analytical based
Tag

4.3.1

Papers

Trace based

Botta et al. (2012); Gambi et al. (2013); Gmach
et al. (2007); Katsaros et al. (2012)

Analytical based

Anderson et al. (2006); Antonatos (2004); Avritzer
& Weyuker (1996); Bahga (2011); Barford & Crovella (1998, 1997); Bodik et al. (2010); Bouillet
& Dube (2010); Busari & Williamson (2002);
Calzarossa et al. (2000); Denneulin (2004); Elnaffar
& Martin (2002); Ganapathi et al. (2010); Hlavacs
et al. (2000); Hlavacs & Kotsis (1999); Hoorn et
al. (2008); Krishnamurthy (2006); Lublin & Feitelson (2003); Mi et al. (2009); Moreno et al. (2013);
Pereira & Silva (2006); Sobel & Subramanyam
(2008); Sommers & Barford (2004); Sommers et
al. (2004); Tsai et al. (1996); Wang et al. (2004);
Weigle & Adurthi (2006); Woodside et al. (2007b);
Yuksel & Sikdar (2000); Zhang et al. (2007)

Descriptive generation

Descriptive generation methods (Calzarossa et al., 2000; Bouillet & Dube, 2010; Elnaffar
& Martin, 2002; Denneulin, 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Hoorn et al., 2008) are techniques
frequently associated with simple statics, methods like averaging, variances, standard
deviation, correlations and distributions. And their corresponding visualization such
as histograms or scatterplots. These static generation methods are meant to generate
workload characteristics such as active users, user think time, actions per sec etc. Using
only the average (or Median, mode) could be inadequate if the variability of the workload
is high or if the outlier have a large impact on overall performance. In these cases values
like the standard deviation can be used to remove outliers. A subsection when talking of
descriptive techniques are correlations Anderson et al. (2006); Bouillet & Dube (2010);
Ganapathi et al. (2010); Yuksel & Sikdar (2000). Primarily used as a starting point for
clustering it indicate in a decimal fraction to what extend the different values are related.
4.3.2

Clustering

Clustering (Calzarossa et al., 2000; Moreno et al., 2013) is another widely used method in
workload generation. With the goal of grouping similar actions as one, making it possible
to have generalizations about these groupings. The selected clusters can be made based on
other workload generation methods like for example correlations, or by making a selection
manually, based on functionality within the chosen system. For example Antonatos (2004)
discusses a method in which available network traffic is clustered based on protocol and
message type. Dividing the traffic into 5 clusters: HTTP request, HTTP Images, HTTP
Text, HTTP app data and another category. Each of the clusters in this network traffic
workload has defining characteristics that set it apart from the other types. One can
image an HTTP image to contain to be comparably larger is size than others. And further
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characterization on traffic size would be more accurate after making this clustering instead
of trying to characterize the entire workload as one.
4.3.3

Markov chains

Besides the frequency and general type of each task, the order in which they are performed
is important. One of the tools used in analyzing these temporal characteristics are Markov
chains (Bahga, 2011; Hlavacs et al., 2000; Hlavacs & Kotsis, 1999; Hoorn et al., 2008;
Sobel & Subramanyam, 2008; Woodside et al., 2007b; Yuksel & Sikdar, 2000). A Markov
chain (see figure 9) consists of series of different states a target system can exists in and
the transitions between those states. Transitions are given probabilities (usually given as
fractions) of occurring. Many different states can be active at once, an implementation of
the Markov chain is frequently not one of the complete system, only one of the current
series of tasks. Many of these series can be active at once, as for example many user can
use a system at once, but their actions are not affected by each-other, only by their own
previous actions. In these cases, when a Markov chain specifically models the behavior of
a user, itâ€™s called a user behavior graph (Hlavacs et al., 2000). In this type of graph
the states are the different tasks a user can give, and the probabilities give the chance a
user picks that specific task.

Figure 9: Markov State Transition Diagram

4.3.4

Stochastic formcharts

Stochastic form charts (Moreno et al., 2013; Lutteroth & Weber, 2008; Calzarossa et al.,
2000) are similar to Markov chains, but have a distinct difference. In addition to states and
transitions between those states a stochastic form charts also has actions. A state can only
have transitions towards actions, which contain a corresponding probability. Actions can
have one transition towards a state. By introducing this bipolarity into a state diagram a
distinction is made between the state and the actions performed on that state (see figure
10). An example could be a series of web-pages as states and user actions such as logging
in or saving as the actions to transition to different or the same web-pages.
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Figure 10: Stochastic Formchart Diagram
4.3.5

Reactivity

Reactivity (Pereira & Silva, 2006) is a method for a workload generator to act on output
of the target system, specifically on the response time of the system to earlier tasks. This
aspect usually overlooked by workload generators, but can have an influences on the user
interaction. Response time is a critical factor to the user in an interactive system, and
an influence on user satisfaction. In addition Research from Menasce et al. (2004) finds
that the user think time, the time between subsequent user tasks in affected by the time
it takes for the system to respond. Short response times (0.1 sec) keep the user in the flow
and improve think time. While longer (10 sec) response times disrupt the users attention
and interaction with the system resulting in substantial longer think times, and potentially
different tasks.
4.3.6

Layering

Layering is a technique used to model workload from multiple layers instead of only the
single layer responsible for the actual workload. This follows the reasoning that not only
the current and preceding task but also the complete state of its parent service/applications
affect the total workload. In figure 11 a workload model is made of TCP/UPD traffic
from a single machine. By modeling not just the TCP/UPD traffic but also the service,
application and users responsible the for this TCP/UPD traffic the traffic becomes more
representative.
4.3.7

Regression-based modeling

Regression based modeling Zhang et al. (2007) is a model based approach of predicting
performance of a target system. By collecting performance test results at different workload,
plotting the result of these test, and performing a regression analysis, predictions can
be made about the performance at different workloads. So instead of performing a large
quantity of performance tests, only a subset is used and further performance data is
extrapolated.
Finally, there are a number of points to take into account when trying to generate
workload. One should already have the most important characteristics of the workload in
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Figure 11: layering Diagram

Figure 12: Regression Chart
mind. These are necessary to select which workload generation methods are useful. Does
my ideal workload contain a large variability in workload over time? Then burstiness could
be an useful method to use. One should also look at the target system and it limitations
when selecting workload techniques. Should the user only perform certain actions from a
given state then using state diagram could be useful.
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Table 9: Workload generation methods
Tag

Type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Descriptive

static

Easy to generate

Clustering

static

Markov chain

dynamic

Stochastic

dynamic

User behavior

dynamic

Regression

dynamic

Layering

dynamic

Reactivity

dynamic

Correlations

dynamic

Analysis frequently not complete, easy to make misleading
results
Gives good first impres- Can be misleading for outliers.
sion
Allows for better follow- Wrong clusters result in incorup analysis
rect performance tests
Gives the order in which Complex to generate, many
actions are executed
different interconnected variables
Enables easy simulation Complex to generate, many
of large concurrent work- different interconnected variload
ables
Dependent on correct probabilities
Enables more accurate Complex to generate, many
prediction of workflow different interconnected varidependent workload
ables
Enables quick predic- Single wrong measurements
tions of performance
can change predictions
Useful to simulate hard- Difficult to model behavior of
ware level (CPU/IO) external software
workload
Enables more accurate Difficult to generalize a reacuse behavior
tivity response time
Needs to account for UI
Slow systems can be perceived
as fast
Easy to generate
Difficult when correlating with
more than 2 parameters
Enables insight into nonapparent variables
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5
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FINDINGS
This section describes the execution of the Expert interviews, the findings the interview
produced and finally a analysis of these findings.
5.1

conducting the expert interviews

For this research a number of interviews were taken to ascertain necessary and useful
performance criteria when taking architectural decisions in a distributed environment.
Software architects and decision makers (see table 10) with experience in the field of
distributed architecture design, and specifically with CQRS experience where interviewed.
In addition as AFAS is the main case company during this thesis project, relevant
stakeholders in the architectural decision process in this company where interviewed. This
resulted in a group of software architects and decision who were asked to participate in
this round of interviews. The interview protocol as defined in appendix A was followed.
This protocol consisted of asking each interviewee to describe a number of cases from
their own experience in which performance measurements were taken of a distributed
system. In addition each interviewee was asked for specific differences a CQRS system
has in contrast to a n-tier architecture the area of performance testing. The aim was to
encourage interviewees to speak freely about their experiences with performance testing
and specifically CQRS. Each interview lasted around 1 hour and was taped, and at a later
moment transcribed. The experience of interviewees varied, and not all interviewee could
name 3 unique cases in which performance tests where used. However each interview did
give new information into the performance problems, advantage, criteria of CQRS and
distributed architectures in general. Afterward the interviews where analyzed using the
principles of grounded theory Strauss & Corbin (1994) which resulted in the following
chapter. For a summary of the each of the interviews see appendix D.

Code
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6

Company
AFAS
AFAS
AFAS
AFAS
Trifork
Online advertisement company

Table 10: Interviewees
Function
Lead software architect
Lead Software Architect
Software project Manager
CIO
Software Architect
Technical Co-Founder
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performance criteria
Area of expertise
CQRS distributed Architecture
CQRS distributed Architecture
Management of Software Development
Management of Software Development
CQRS distributed Architecture
CQRS distributed Architecture

experience
5 years
8 years
15 years
30 years
15 years
9 years

5.2

performance measurements

After interviewing the experts a number of conclusions can be drawn from their statements.
Using the principles of grounded theory a series of concepts and categories were extracted.
In this section the subject of performance measurements is discussed together with its
three underlying concepts: performance goals, performance tests and performance metrics.
During the interviews, a noticeable trend was found, with AFAS architects interviewed
but also with other architects. They mentioned doing almost no performance testing in
projects 5 or more years ago. Performance test that where undertaken where reactive in
nature, testing performance based on customer complaints or questions. Now however
performance has taken a prominent place, with interviewed company’s performing performance tests before delivery of a product or version. This changing focus, and also reason
why there is a practical need for this thesis, has in the opinion of the interviewees a few
causes.
First the architect and decision makers interviewed are working at companies can be
considered successful, they are expecting both growth in their customer base and customers
size. Performance tests are simply a assurance the software can keep up with the growth
of the company.
Secondly user interfaces are becoming increasingly important, if one compares the user
interfaces of the older versions of AFAS Profit, with the current AFAS online, or the future
Profit Next, a clear improvement can be seen from a user interface perspective. With the
increasing focus on the user experience a logical focus point becomes the system response
time, the time it takes for the system to respond on user requests. These system response
time need to be measured and if necessary improved.
Thirdly with current transition from on-site systems(software runs at the customer) to
cloud based systems comes another reason to have insight and control over the performance
of your application. When your software system runs at the customer, on their server
and their hardware, you don’t have to pay for any hardware costs. Now software systems
are more and more running at a big cloud provider, and business models as SAAS are
becoming increasingly popular. The software company also has to pay for hardware costs,
and every performance gain can save hardware cost and directly increase profits.
5.2.1

Performance test goals

Performance Goals
Insight into user experience
Decreasing hardware costs
Proving performance guarantees
Measuring scalability
Controlling overload handling
The interviewees all concluded that having the insight into the user experience is one of
the most important goal in performance testing. Or as one expert put it, answering "Can
my application support what the customer demands?". The keyword here is "good" or
"good enough" user experience, one has to be realistic in setting the performance goals. As
improving the performance generally costs money, either in development time or hardware
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resources. And at a certain point the costs to increase performance are not in balance with
the gains. So measuring the user experience becomes necessary to know if performance
needs to be improved.
Decreasing overall hardware costs are according to the interview experts a second goal
in performance testing. Adding another server in a distributed system decreases the load
on the other servers and generally increases performance. However as mentioned in the
previous section hardware costs are increasingly directly affecting the profitability of a
product, and so the goal is to do more with less. Performance tests can help reach this
goal by providing insight into the current resource usage in two ways. First by knowing
what the performance costs of the software system are during the test, and improving
the performance when necessary. Second by giving insight into the resource usage on can
"steer" this resource usage, from one resource into another. For example should it appear
that Disk IO is a large bottleneck and RAM is barely used, the software could be changed
to keep more data into ram and prevent Disk IO.
Another goal is to make guarantees on the performance of your system. One of the first
performance tests made by AFAS architects where tests to make sure the system can handle
usage by a new big customer. One customer had a never before seen number of customer
relation. By running performance tests using these extraordinary scenarioâ€™s guarantees
and proof can be made towards customers that the system will cope. Performance tests
can be used in marketing campaigns make grantees about the systems performance.
Increasing the number of server a distributed system runs on generally increases the
total throughput the system can handle. This increase is difficult to predict, doubling the
number of servers never also doubles the total throughput. Some performance is lost in
the increased distributed nature of the system. This is almost unavoidable and seen as a
necessary evil. However it is very useful to know the scale in which this performance loss
occurs. The scalability of the system eventually decides the maximum size of the system.
And having insight small increases or decreases is scalability can be very important to
know.
"At what point does my system fail and why?". One has to consider the fact that every
software system can reach its breaking point. It is important to know when that breaking
point occurs and in what part of the system. Knowing how your software system handles
overload can prepare you for the worst, and allow you to let the system respond more
gracefully i.e. stop accepting user input instead of crashing. Furthermore one can improve
the parts of the system most likely to fail, and increase the stability.
5.2.2

Performance Test

Performance tests are the basic way of measuring performance if one doesn’t want to
be reliant on usage statistics. A performance test should be simple, measurable and
repeatable. The performance needs to be measured in a steady state. Often the first few
minutes have wildly different result, a sort of warm-up time. With these tips in mind 5
types of performance test can be inferred from the interviews.
• Performance test A performance test is the most recognized type of performance
test, it test the performance of the application under test with workload X. The
workload is meant to be a realistic one, as the goal is primarily measuring the user
experience (response time) in a realistic scenario.
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Performance Tests

Performance Goals

Performance Test
Stress Test
Load Test

Insight into user experience
Controlling overload handling
Measuring scalability
Proving performance guarantees
Proving performance guarantees
Decreasing hardware costs

Benchmark
Scalability test

• Stress test A stress test is a test designed to find the limits of the Application under
test, testing the application under exceptional circumstances. These circumstance
can exist in multiple ways, a large workload, a small or large timeframe of testing,
a large starting dataset. Goal of this performance tests is to find the parts or
components which limit the system, the bottlenecks, and what happens when these
bottlenecks are reached.
• Load Test A load test puts the system under a heavy but not crippling load. The
test is meant to find the peak performance and measure the resource usage and
throughput at that point. Generally the workload on this system is increased until
the bottlenecked resource found during the stress test reached 80% capacity. This is
in most systems the point of diminishing returns. When performing these kind of
test, it is important to measure not only the average throughput time. The minimum
and maximum throughput is also important, as the minimum throughput is the
number you can guarantee.
• Benchmark test The Benchmark test, is meant to have control over the performance
of your application over time, by creating a baseline performance and by performing
regular perform tests comparing to this baseline and older tests. A clear indication
can be given of the performance improvement/decrements over time, as the software
changes. Giving a sign when large performance changes occur. And it is the biggest
advantage for performance tests on a day to day basis.
• Scalability test A scalability test measures the differences in throughput between
different system configurations. What if I have 2 large database machines instead of
one? What will happen if i double the CPU. A series of scalability test will give an
indication into the scalability of a system, for example in graph form.

Performance Tests

Table 11: Performance test parameters
Workload
metrics

Performance Test
Stress Test

Realistic user scenario
Too large to handle

Load Test
Benchmark
Scalability test

For optimal throughput
Small and simple
For optimal throughput
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Response time
Throughput, Failures, System resources
usage
Throughput, System resources usage
Throughput, Response time
Throughput, System resource usage

5.2.3

Performance metrics

A number of metrics are used to measure the performance of a system during testing (see
table 12). Most of them are already mention at specific performance tests. This because
most are most useful in certain circumstances. For example recording the throughput
during a performance test is less important, as a performance test is setup with a number
of user in mind. The total throughput would likely always be smaller than the number of
users. we divided the metrics into 3 categories: hardware resource metrics, which give
a number or percentage of physical limit. The total CPU processing power of a server
is a set limit, no amount of software will increase it, just used more efficiently. Software
resource metrics these are numbers or percentages based on a software limit, these are
usually configurable, for example the number of open connection ports on a server. lastly
there are application metrics, these are number or percentages based on the performance
of the application under test or smaller parts of the application under test. Table 12 gives
the metrics found most important by the interviewees, the list is by no means complete.
Furthermore the metrics depend on the type of application being tested, measuring the
cache hits will not be very useful for an application which uses no database.
Table 12: Performance metrics
Category
Metric
Hardware resource metrics

Hardware resource metrics

Application metrics

5.3

CPU %
RAM %
Disk IO/sec
Network IO/sec
Open Ports
Cache hits
Failed connections
Request per Sec
Open files handles
Response time
Throughput

cqrs differences

There are a number of differences in performing performance test for a CQRS system
when compared to a more generic software system. One of the major advantages is the
easy repeatability of workload on parts of the system. As all communication in CQRS is
standardized in either a command, event or query it becomes relatively easy to record,
generate and play back these actions. Much easier compared to patterns like SOAP web
services On which things like security an timestamps become a factor.
To give a clear picture of the performance situation in a CQRS system a number of
metrics need to be introduced(see table 13). Throughput per components is a metric in
which the throughput is give in a specific components(command side handling, Query
model building, query model handling). CQRS makes it possible to measure this metric, as
there is a strict separation between the different components. This metric is therefore not
just CQRS specific, but applicable to other components based patterns. Depending on the
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implementation of CQRS throughput per component is not just a more detailed version of
the throughput metric. A command can be completed, while the corresponding events are
still being processed. And if some kind of queuing mechanism is used the throughput of a
command and query could vary enormously. The questions than becomes if an command
done if it has become an event but is not yet visible to the outside world. From the same
discussion comes the consistency time metric. As CQRS hold the principle that the query
model is eventually consistent, one needs to asked the question what eventually means.
Consistency time is the time it takes for one command to be visible in the query model.
The response time metric does not really exist in a CQRS system, it is a mix of the
consistency time, the query response time and the command response time. The query
and command response time have been separated because they are in essence completely
different systems, and combining them in one metric would be combining the average sizes
of apples and pears. The command response time give the time it takes for a command to
be accepted and turned into a event. The query response time gives the time it takes for
a query to return results.

Category

Table 13: CQRS Performance metrics
Metric

Hardware resource metrics

Hardware resource metrics

Application metrics

CPU %
RAM %
Disk IO/sec
Network IO/sec
Open Ports
Cache hits
Failed connections
Request per Sec
Open files handles
Throughput
Throughput per component
Consistency time
Query response time
Command response time

The metrics discussed in the previous paragraph also have an influence on the performance tests run in a CQRS system (see table 14).
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Performance Tests

Table 14: CQRS Performance test parameters
Workload
metrics

Performance Test

Realistic user scenario

Stress Test

Too large to handle

Load Test

For optimal throughput

Benchmark

Small and simple

Scalability test

For optimal throughput
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Command response time, Query response time, consistency time
Throughput, Failures, System resources
usage, Throughput per component
Throughput, System resources usage,
Throughput per component
Command response time, Query response time, Throughput per component, Consistency time
Throughput, System resource usage

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METHOD AND
TOOL
This section describes the main contributions of this thesis: The continuous Performance
measurement method and tool to perform continuous performance testing.
6.1

initial method

This research subject is initial taken from the work of Woodside et al. (2007b) in The
Future of Software Performance Engineering and Denaro et al. (2004) in Early performance
testing of distributed software applications. The method Denaro et al. (2004) proposes (see
fig 13) consists of 4 phases with the goal performing performance test on a distributed
architecture early in development. The test cases performed are based on the current
architectural design with the goal of evaluating the systems performance characteristics.
These characteristics consist of, but are not limited to, system response time, scalability
and throughput.

Figure 13: Four phases of the Early Performance testing method (Denaro et al., 2004).
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6

Figure 14: Proposed new continuous performance testing method.
Using fig 13 as a starting point, and using the knowledge gained during the workload
generation literature review and the expert interviews, the following method is created
(see fig 14). It includes the adding of a number of phases. First the Selection of relevant
use cases was changed to Selection of relevant architectural scenario’s. Goal of this first
phase is to select relevant architectural scenarios, usable and useful for performance testing.
A usable architectural scenario here means an performance test is gives an indication
into the performance characteristics of the chosen architecture. This is not always the
case, continuous performance testing is reliant on the availability of partial or prototype
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software. The software under tests need to be of a minimum software complexity to give
any correct indications into tho performance characteristics.
The second addition was adding a parallel line of execution to the model. From the
expert interviews (chapter 5) and the theoretical background it is clear the success of
a performance test depends on the accuracy of the chosen workload. This workload is
dependent on the type of test performed, a stress test will for example in all likelihood
use a larger workload set than a benchmark test. In characterize workload a series of
workload types is discussed that can be applicable for performance testing. For most
Performance test it is preferable the workload is as realistic as possible, so a source could
be access or usage logs of the application as in it used by customers. This however creates
a problem as this method is primarily aimed at performing the performance test before
any usable usage logs are available. One could look at usage logs of comparable products,
or previous versions of the product. Or make an educated guess into the user behavior of
the application.
The workload generation step result in a workload which can be used in the chosen
performance scenario. The workload is generated once per test, to make sure the test
is reproducible. The specific generated workload has the same effect every time the
performance test is taken.
At the same time a correct workload is characterized and generated, the application
under test is created. The architectural scenario, containing the specific set of architectural
decisions for this test is Map to deployment technology and platform. A test location
is created, consisting of one or more machines used in the tests. To prevent wrong
measurements, at least 2 independent machines are necessary, one as test machine and one
as the machine sending the workload: generating, preparing, and sending of the workload.
The application under test is installed on the target machine(s) as much as possible, since
this is an application under development parts of it will not be usable. For these cases
stubs need to be created to simulate these components.
Once both a suitable workload and Test environment is created the execution of the
tests can proceed. One or more test runs are performed on the target application with the
generated workload. Afterward, results of the tests are analyzed and put into a readable
format. Hopefully the results of the test provide a useful argument for or against an
architectural decision. If not more tests can be run under different configurations or
different workloads.
6.2

tooling

The necessary tools to measure performance in an application can be divided into 3
different categories. The load generator, the tool responsible for generating a workload
which fits the current test. Application monitoring, which allows insight into the behavior
and performance characteristics while the system is being tested, and which stores this
data on a place accessible for analysis. And finally the visualization and analysis tooling
that allows useful information the be gathered from the large dataset generated by the
monitoring software.
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Figure 15: Performance test Tooling
6.2.1

Load generator

The load generator consists of two separate tools used to generate workload and send this
workload in a controlled manner towards the target system. From the expert interviews
findings it is clear any performance test taken needs to be repeatable. Meaning to workload
used needs to be identical every time. This resulted in two distinct tools the template
filler and the load generator.
The template filler is a tool to created generate a workload for a CQRS system based
on template commands and queries. First an existing command or query is taken, by
for example logging web traffic. This command / query is then modified, with data field
filled in with tags (see figure 16). The template filler can use one or multiple of these
template to generate a dataset for these templates. This includes generation of validation
proof dummy data, for example fake but realistic email addresses, and the ability to use
references created in previous commands.

Figure 16: Example template
The load generator (figure 18) uses these template when giving the system under test
a workload. The load generator is based on the principle of a semi-open loop (see figure
8). It tries to simulate multiple user going through one or more user scenarios. Each
user scenarios consisting of one or more commands and query’s. The load generator also
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Figure 17: Filled example template
includes the ability to simulate user think time, as user do not immediately react but need
a few moments to decide their next action.

Figure 18: Load Generator

6.2.2

Application monitoring

The Application monitoring tool is used to collect and analyze the performance metrics
during the performance tests. Monitoring of the system under test should have a little
impact on the system. For this reason ETW (Event tracing for windows) was chosen as the
preferred communication medium. ETW is an internal event messaging system primarily
used for logging high frequency, high performance windows components like the kernel.
Its main advantages ly in very fast performance, and the ability to automatically scale
back when performance becomes an issue. As a result it give no guarantees events are
received, but in the case of performance testing this seems an acceptable compromise. The
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monitoring tools measure from 3 different sources. First commands and actions send from
the load generator are monitored, and start and end-times are logged. Second start and
end-times within CQRS are logged for each command, event and query. Furthermore an
unique identifier is send with each request from the load generator, allowing for a detailed
analysis how long a action was being processed by each different component. And lastly
system performance counters are being monitored and logged to measure the performance
of the CQRS system, and the complete server.

Figure 19: Application Monitoring

6.2.3

Application analysis and visualization

Recoded test results from the application monitoring tools can be stored on three different
type of Database systems. Originally monitoring records could be stored on MSSQL (an
relational DB), MongoDB (an document DB). MSSQL is currently the faster storage
medium, however the advantages of a document database ly in the scalability of the
system, meaning that with larger performance tests, MongoDB storage becomes an better
option. Both types of databases allow for queries of the dataset for the performance
criteria requested (averages, 95% averages, min, max). For demonstration purposes an
extra option was added, ElasticSearch is a storage system meant for fast searches on
large datasets. Together with another tool Kibana it allows for real time analyzing an
visualization of the tests. Kibana allows to visualize time-stamped data from ElasticSearch.
It is designed to query and analyze logs but can also work with time-series data. It allows
the dynamic creation of dashboards with simple point and click, no coding is required.
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Figure 20: Kibana example
6.3

case studies

This chapter described the case study performed at AFAS Software to validate the method
and tools for continuous performance testing described in the sections above. The case
study was performed in a 5 month period from the beginning of February 2014 to the
end of June 2014. We validate the method and tooling by using them in the creation and
execution of 2 different performance tests. And using the analyzed results from these
performance tests to answer architectural related questions. AFAS software is currently
developing a new version of their flag-ship product: Profit. This complete, from the ground
up, development project offers a opportunity to perform the continuous performance testing
method described in this thesis. A number of architectural decisions have come up during
the development process that needs answering in the near future. These architectural
question are at least in part based on performance assumption currently being made, and
improving the insight of different architectural options would offer a benefit in the decision
process.
6.3.1

Case Company

AFAS Software is a Dutch software product company based in Leusden. It has international
offices in Belgium and Curacao with a total of 350 employees in the three countries. Its
main software product is Profit, an ERP package consisting of different modules such
as: Fiscal, Financial, HRM, Logistics, Payroll, CRM and more. The product is currently
being used by over 10.000 customers in small, medium and large businesses. The latest
version currently on the market is Profit 2014 and includes both a windows application as
well as an web based version.
Currently AFAS is designing the next version of Profit, codenamed: Profit Next. The
company is developing this version from scratch in terms of technology and codebase.
The main objectives of the project are to develop the software in a more agile and
adaptable manner as well as trying to overcome current performance bottlenecks identified
in the existing version. Profit 2014 is built on technology that is increasingly showing
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its limitations as the customer base of the product steadily increases evolves, because of
the size of the software system, a complete re-development is not an easy task. To allow
for faster development, and to prevent a complete re-development in the future, AFAS is
using a model-driven approach to software product development. The approach consists of
defining the functionality of the entire application both data model as well as the business
rules in a platform independent manner. Based on this platform independent description
of the functionality, platform specific generators produce the necessary code and data
stores. Everything from data storage to application logic, validation and user interface is
generated based on the concepts and business rules specified. The code generated using this
application definition is then combined with an architectural foundation which is constant
independent of a specific application definition. The key difference between the model
based generator AFAS is currently creating and similar tools by other software company
is the specific focus towards a administrative software product. Only functionality that is
used by an ERP product is capable of being generated. Early in development the decision
was made to use a CQRS based architecture (see fig 21). This architecture decision has
had major implications on the development process, and offers certain advantage and
disadvantages (see section 5.3).

Figure 21: AFAS CQRS Framework
Now underlying architecture as well an generator for the application definition are
being worked on, and choices need to be made concerning the architectural development.
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6.4

case study 1

As mentioned in the research approach a case study was performed at AFAS to ascertain
the usefulness of the method and tooling for continuous performance testing. To accomplish
this goal two test cases where performed to answer architectural questions on the current
performance of Profit Next.
One of the underlying goals of Profit Next is the increased performance and scalability
compared to the current version. To measure if this goal is currently being met, insight
into the performance of Profit Next, and Profit 2014 needs to be obtained and compared
in an identical situation. This comparison will take place on a number of pre-defined
performance qualities: CPU, Disk I/O, Ram, Throughput. Comparing two technical
different products immediately creates a number of problems: an identical workload needs
to be created which is suitable and technically possible to run on both systems. As such
the workload needs to be representative of user interactions in an ERP system. The
workload needs to be defined in a generic way such that the same set of performance
tools can be used to measure performance for both system. There are drawbacks in the
comparison of an incomplete system (Profit Next) with an complete one (Profit 2014).
Any performance measurement of Profit Next is subject to change. Furthermore it poses
a restriction on the possible scenarioâ€™s the workload can contain: all workload defined
must be able to be handled by the current development version Profit Next, which is not
functionally complete.

Figure 22: Creating the workload
Following the continuous performance method the first task in this case study was to
select a relevant architectural scenario. After consulting with AFAS architects a single
deployment scenarios was created (see fig 23), consisting of a cluster of 3 machines: one
load generator server responsible for both sending workload to the target application server,
and receiving performance data to analyze. One application server, responsible for running
both software systems and one database server as a storage mechanism for both software
systems. The choice of placing both software system on 1 server meant that performance
tests could not be run simultaneously, but eliminated any risk of different hardware/ OS
level configuration settings. The scenario would consist of a load test simulating 50+- user
running a realistic concurrent workload. Measurements would be taken of the resources
usage, the throughput and the response time.
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Figure 23: Test setup
6.4.1

Performance metrics

In conjunction with AFAS software architects a number of performance metrics where
chosen to measure during the performance tests (table 20). These metrics where chosen
from the performance metrics found during the expert interviews as they give an simple
number as the difference in performance between the target software system in throughput
per second. And also allow for the finding of common bottlenecks by recording the RAM,
disk IO and CPU of the software system.
Metric

Description

Throughput
CPU application
Ram application
Disk I/O application
CPU DB
Ram DB
Disk I/O DB

Total number of actions processed every second
CPU measurement of the application process
Ram measurement of the application process
Disk I/O measurement of the application process
CPU measurement of the database process
Ram measurement of the database process
Disk I/O measurement of the database process
Table 15: Scenario metrics

6.4.2

Characterize workload

The workload for a performance tests should preferable be based on realistic usage. Or in
the event of a lack of usage data, based on user logs of similar products. This first case
study is an unusual case as the same workload generated needs to be performed against
to functionally similar but technically different software systems. As Profit Next does
not have any users at the moment, an analysis was made of usage of the current product:
Profit 2014. The web based version of Profit 2014 has some capabilities in logging the
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usage of the application. Specifically the pages which are accessed within a user session,
and actions on those pages.
Pages

Frequency

Rel. frequency

aanmaken-verlofaanvraag-ess-prs
login
rapportages-ib-prs
inkoopfactuur-prs
incidentafhandeling
werkblad-aanpassen-mijn-nacalculatie-per-regel
werkblad-aanpassen-mijn-declaratie-prs
aanpassen-beoordelen-verlofaanvraag-prs
aanmaken-medewerker-subdienstverband-prs
mijn-loonstroken-prs/overzicht
mijn-taken-prs/overzicht
werkblad-aanpassen-nacalculatie-per-week-insite
cockpit-client-ib-prs
client-ib-prs
beoordelen-subdienstverband-prs
aanmaken-verlofaanvraag-mss-prs
portal-mss-prs/standaard

651230
296824
232165
213170
153814
153323
125872
123810
121781
111509
99066
96222
91247
90631
60705
50673
44758
42830

13,58%
6,19%
4,84%
4,44%
3,21%
3,20%
2,62%
2,58%
2,54%
2,33%
2,07%
2,01%
1,90%
1,89%
1,27%
1,06%
0,93%
0,89%

Table 16: Profit 2014 most visited web-pages

Figure 24: Profit 2014 sessions
To give a overview of the usage of Profit 2014 a usage log of 8 days was taken and
a preliminary analysis was made of the usage. The number of unique pages and views
available was too large to completely use in a generated workload. 10332 unique pages
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where accessed in the 8 days analysis. Only subset (1600) of these pages were accessed
more than a 100 times, and this subset was used in selecting a representative workload.
In addition an external analysis tool Disco was used to perform an fuzzy model of user
sessions (see figure 24). This to insight into the combinations of pages visited in single
user sessions. In review with software architect from the case company the different types
of pages and user session where discussed and a number of workload cases were selected
as being representative for the performance test. The original 1600 pages where clustered
into 5 archetype pages which best describe the underlying tasks taking places on those
pages.
Create/change task: A web-page either editing or creating a new work-item. In the
case of editing an existing work-item, this page would also include first getting the current
work-item information. Many of these create/ update pages also contain field which perform
data requests to the server themselves. For example selecting an responsible employee in
a work-item requires an server request with information of all possible employees.
main page: The main page, containing the different (customer defined) sections.
Profit 2014 is a very customizable product and home-pages can be defined to show all
kinds of information. From the detailed analysis we get the average number of overviews
each home page contains.
Login: Performing an request to an STS (shared token service) to log an user into the
system. This task is necessary to perform all other tasks, as all requests and actions need
credentials to perform successfully.
detail page: A page containing all the details of a single work-item.
View an overview page: A page containing a multitude of work-items.
By clustering all pages into one of these 5 types, we can find averages for the number
of fields edited or created, the number of times a search functions was called etc. This
to to map the specific functions to a comparable option in next. Thus allowing us to
compare the creating of a work-item in profit 2014 with creating one in Profit Next, with
the assumption that any action taken in Profit 2014 would take the same number of
changed fields and searches to accomplish in Profit Next. The data analyzed in table 27)
was created from a larger data set of 2 months of consecutive usage of Profit 2014. This
data set contained 5 million unique actions, performed in 198.038 unique user sessions.
By an process on empirical testing was the server communication of each type of actions
ascertained. And all actions recorded where clustered into the 5 types of workload cases.
This resulted in the workload definition (table 17).
6.4.3

Results

Using the performance scenario described in the previous sections multiple performance
tests where run on both Profit 2014 and Profit Next. Multiple tests where run, as especially
the first few test gave strange results. The test tooling had some issues in the creating
and handling of the large amount of workload. Especially in the case of Profit next, a
problem which is inherent to CQRS. During the performance tests, profit next would give
error code s signifying the use of invalid commands. Commands where given to update
data which did not exists. It quickly became apparent that this was due to the nature of
CQRS an eventual consistency. During times of high load on a CQRS system the time it
takes for a command to process completely in the system grows. The so called eventual
consistency time. This was not taken into account by the test tooling, and resulted in an
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Workload case

simulated action

Create task

login
view overview page
view single task
search countries
search for a person
select that person
save the new task
return to the overview page
login
view single task
search countries
search for a person
select that person
update the task
login
view assigned projects
view birthdays
view selected courses

Update task

Startpage task

performed action

simultaneous users
10

request on multiple tasks
request single task
search on multiple countries
search on multiple persons
request single person
create a new task
request on multiple tasks
5
request single task
search on multiple countries
search on multiple persons
request single person
update new task
2
request multiple projects
request multiple persons
request multiple courses

Table 17: Workload definition
inconsistency between the expected an actual behavior of the workload. This was solved
by creating a waiting time before using editing data in profit next. Once these small issues
where dealt with a complete test was run for both profit next and profit 2014.
Next app machine
Profit App machine

Average

Stdev

Min

Max

49,79898
4,852435

11,45084
2,814613

0
0

73,18533
19,44569

Table 18: Requests handled per sec
As expected the data most signifying the differences between Profit Next and profit
2014 is the total throughput per second. In this graph (graph 25)it is clear that Profit
Next (the blue line) has a significantly higher throughput for this test scenario. During
complete test run Profit next handles roughly 10 times the number of request per second
profit 2014 does. The reasons for this become apparent when looking at the next graph
(graph 26). Here it is clear that profit 2014 (the light green line) is consistency at the
maximum CPU level of 200% on this dual core machine. This is also the reason for the
missing measurement points in both the graph and source data. Logging is implemented
in such a way (using ETW) to have a minimal impact on performance measurements, this
however comes at a cost. There is no guarantee performance measurements are eventually
recorded and stored, and in systems with high contention, such as this, priority is given to
the application under test.
The Next application and next database machine (lightblue and darkblue) have a
healthier division in CPU resources. Ram usage offers no surprises, the RAM footprint
for both the Profit 2014 and Profit next databases is identical, and only small differences
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Figure 25: Requests handled per sec
exists between the applications. It makes sense both databases have a similar footprint,
both run the same type of database (MSSQL) and both store the same data, only the
amount and structure changes and this has apparently little effect.

Figure 26: CPU % per sec

Figure 27: RAM usage
Looking at the IO operations per second an unexpected line pops out, apparently Profit
2014 uses a large amount of IO operations in its normal usage. In contrast both database
where large amounts of IO operations would be expected show very little movement. One
part of this can be expected, as the MSSQL DB is optimized to keep as much data as
possible in RAM.
From these results a number of conclusion can be drawn. The performance of the current
version of profit Next is superior compared to profit 2014. Even as actual throughput
numbers have little meaning, as the servers on which the performance tests where run are
not comparable to real production server. It is however the expectation that the degree
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Figure 28: IO operations per sec

Figure 29: Running threads
of performance improvement next currently offers is similar. From the other measured
metrics we can clearly where the current performance bottleneck in profit 2014 is, The
CPU on the application server. This fact doesn’t come as a surprise,
The performance bottleneck for Profit next is not clear, no measurements have consistently reached measured or software limits. This can only lead to two possible conclusion
either the workload against Profit Next was send at the largest capacity possible. Or
another hardware or software limit was reached, one which was not recorded in any metric.
To try to find this limit, and to gain more insight into the performance characteristics of
specific Profit Next parts another case study was undertaken.
6.5

case study 2

The second case study was planned two performance measurement goals. The first goal
was aimed at making a comparison between different option of backed configuration. Profit
2014 runs strictly on windows servers and needs an MSSQL database for data storage. As
Profit 2014 becomes increasingly popular the performance demands on those database has
increased as well, and due to limitations of scalability results in larger and more expensive
databases. One of the goals of Profit next is to keep these monthly costs in hardware and
licensing fees under control. Therefore implementations for multiple types of database and
recently also operating system have been created in Profit next. However this multitude
of implementations cannot continue indefinitely, eventually a single configuration must
be chosen to allow for optimization. The performance of each Profit Next configuration
(table 19) is an important factor in this decision.
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Operating system

Database

Windows
Windows
Windows
Linux

MSSQL
MongoDB
MongoDB cluster
MongoDB

Table 19: Current Profit Next Configurations
A second goal in performing this case study is to provide an basic setup for the
continuously testing of the Profit next performance. This is achieved by creating the
necessary infrastructure in the Architectural scenario and creating a workload capable of
being run on a regular basis. IT is the expectation that this workload en test scenario wil
be part of a nightly test run, providing performance information about the current build
of the software product in different configurations.
For this second case study we used a deployment scenario similar to the first case(see
fig 30). A number of addition server where made available to the cluster increasing its
size. first to allow for a MongoDB cluster as a configuration option, adding 2 additional
MongoDB servers to this cluster. And adding a separate server to run Linux for the Profit
next Linux tests. The performance scenario still consists of a cluster of 3 types of machines:
one load generator server responsible for both sending workload to the target application
server, and receiving performance data to analyze. One application server, responsible for
running both software systems and one or multiple database servers as a storage medium.

Figure 30: Test setup
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6.5.1

Performance metrics

In addition to the metrics recorded in the first case, 90 % values where added, these values
are the total averages of an performance test minus the 5% outliers on both sides. During
earlier performance testing it became apparent that a few outlier have sometime major
influences on the total averages. These 90 % metrics where added in an effort to keep
performance results stable, allowing for better comparison over time.
Metric
Throughput
Throughput90
ResponseTime
ResponseTime90
CPU application
CPU DB
Disk I/O DB

Description
Average total number of actions processed every second
Throughput without the highest and lowest 5 %
Average Time it task for a action to complete
ResponseTime without the highest and lowest 5 %
CPU measurement of the application process
CPU measurement of the database process
Disk I/O measurement of the database process
Table 20: Scenario metrics

6.5.2

Characterize workload

Central in the workload defined for this performance test is the ability to test individual
parts of the target system independently. Furthermore the goal of this workload definition
was not to create the most realistic use. Instead a workload was created to tests each
CQRS component to its max, mainly to determine the weak spots in Profit Next. Due to
the generated nature of next, creating a person has technically no different implementation
than creating any other item. This allows the workload to generalize a large number of
types with a performance test on 1 type op work-item.
Insert Test testing the command side with the handling of a large number of create
commands.
InsertQMB Test testing the Query model builders with the handling of a large
number of create events.
update Test testing the command side with the handling of a large number of update
commands.
updateQMB Test testing the Query model builders with the handling of a large
number of update events.
query Test testing the Query model with the handling of a large number of query’s.
query40 Test testing the Query model builders with the handling of 40 simultaneous
query’s at a time.
6.5.3

Results

In this section we describe the results of performing the workload on the target infrastructure containing a development version of next, and which conclusions can be taken from
this testrun.
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Workload case

performed action

simultaneous users

Insert
InsertQMB
Update
UpdateQMB
Query

create person command
create person command
update person command
update person command
query single person
query multiple persona
query single person
query multiple persona

10
10
10
10
1
1
40
40

Query40

Table 21: Workload definition
Insert tests
The first case in this result section is the insert test. The workload in this test consists
of a large number of commands insert data into Profit Next. In this test set the SQL
configuration (graphs 31 & 32)offers the most throughput as visible in the number of
inserts performed per second. This is also confirmed by the average duration of each insert
request averaging in around 80 milliseconds per request. The graph from the next test
MongoDB (graphs 33 & 34)already shows some differences, the average throughput per
second is higher (around 300 insert per second versus 120), but a trend is also visible.
There are large gaps in time when no insert requests are completed, this is likely a result
of the MongoDB database, as this database writes results in large batches. Is also appears
the throughput is getting smaller over time. And while this graph is over a to small of
a time period to make an definitive conclusion, it does raze new questions about the
performance over time. The last test configuration is a MongoDB database on a with
Profit Next running on a Linux distribution (graphs 35 & 36), showing lower throughput
then the other configurations.

Figure 31: Profit Next with SQL inserts per sec

Query tests
From the query tests we can conclude that MongoDB while running on linux configuration
still has the lowest performance (graphs 41 & 42). Which is not surprising, this implementation still exists in a prototype phase. The comparison between MongoDB (graphs 39 &
40) and SQL (graphs 37 & 38)is more interesting and also in this test is the MongoDB
implementation slightly faster.
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Figure 32: Profit Next with SQL insert average response time

Figure 33: Profit Next with MongoDB inserts per sec

Figure 34: Profit Next with MongoDB insert average response time

Figure 35: Profit Next on Linux with MongoDB inserts per sec
Query40 tests
As expected the Query40 tests show show greatly improved performance for all configuration
and all platforms compared to the query tests (graphs 43, 44, 45, 46, 47,48). Increasing the
number of users does allow for more requests to be handled per second. As a distributed
software system ,one of the main performance requirements. One interesting case is the
large gap of a few second during the SQL tests (graphs 43 & 44). One of of the reason for
creating these graphs instead of using only tables with averages per tests is to observe
these time-outs. There could be many reasons for one, A database flushing all information
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Figure 36: Profit Next on Linux with MongoDB insert average response time

Figure 37: Profit Next with SQL queries per sec

Figure 38: Profit Next with SQL query average response time

Figure 39: Profit Next with MongoDB queries per sec
to the disk, a crash in the software system. After analysis of event-logs and performance
counters it appears it was caused by a momentary hiccup on the virtual machines running
the performance tests. A variable outside of the control of this tests.
Finally Table 22 show the complete result set, and the averages of the entire test
run. Linux performance counters were unfortunately not implemented completely and
are there are therefore some missing values. The strength of this analysis comes from its
re-playability, the complete infrastructure exist to run these tests. And previous version of
this resultset can be compared to control performance over longer periods of time.
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Figure 40: Profit Next with MongoDB query average response time

Figure 41: Profit Next on Linux with MongoDB queries per sec

Figure 42: Profit Next on Linux with MongoDB query average response time

Figure 43: Profit Next with SQL queries per sec

Figure 44: Profit Next with SQL query average response time
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Figure 45: Profit Next with MongoDB queries per sec

Figure 46: Profit Next with MongoDB query average response time

Figure 47: Profit Next on Linux with MongoDB queries per sec

Figure 48: Profit Next on Linux with MongoDB query average response time
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TestName

Stage

Req/Sec

Ms/Req

Next CPU

DB CPU

DB Disk transfer/sec

BasicSQL
BasicSQL
BasicSQL
BasicSQL
BasicSQL
BasicSQL
BasicMongo
BasicMongo
BasicMongo
BasicMongo
BasicMongo
BasicMongo
BasicLinuxMongo
BasicLinuxMongo
BasicLinuxMongo
BasicLinuxMongo
BasicLinuxMongo
BasicLinuxMongo

insert
update
insertQmb
updateQmb
query
query40
insert
update
insertQmb
updateQmb
query
query40
insert
update
insertQmb
updateQmb
query
query40

148
126
128
113
27
87
304
195
232
130
37
117
86
78
76
57
15
29

53
64
61
73
34
414
27
41
32
58
24
336
82
95
96
134
60
2567

34
39
38
60
20
72
52
38
27
28
21
81
0
0
0
1
0
0

13
11
16
18
28
95
18
10
10
7
22
73
6
5
11
9
10
10

296.024
213.465
417.908
359.111
0.004
0
21.867
48.498
68.965
66.136
0.273
0

Table 22: Profit Next Performance Results
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7
E X P E RT E VA L U AT I O N I N T E RV I E W S
This section describes the execution of the second round of Expert interviews, the findings
the interview produced and an improvement of the continuous performance method from
results of the case study and this round of interviews.
7.1

execution of the evaluation interviews

The second round of interviews was taken with a subset of the same interviewees of
the first round (see 23). This included the software architects at AFAS, and not the
external experts or AFAS managers. The continuous performance method and toolset
where explained together with a selection of results from the case study. The applicability
of the continuous performance method was discussed, the usefulness of the results and
any improvements to this method. As with the first round of interviews the interview was
recorded and later transcribed.

Code
PC1
PC2

Company
AFAS
AFAS

7.2

Table 23: Interviewees method validation
Function
Area of expertise
Lead software architect
CQRS distributed Architecture
Lead Software Architect CQRS distributed Architecture

experience
5 years
8 years

method validation

The interviewed software architects provided useful feedback in improving the continuous
performance testing method. This feedback, together with experience gained during
the case studies resulted in an number of improvements to the continuous performance
testing method. Both software architect had some reservations about the parallel lines of
execution, they were not applicable in the continuous performance testing method. To
characterize and generate the workload both the created stubs as well as the deployment
technology needs to be known. These 2 stages can affect the type of workload definition
that is eventually generated. The choice which part of an software system are mocked for
example could change the structure of the workload. If security considerations are not
important to the performance test, actions like logging in could be mocked and disabled.
Generating a workload which does try to gain security credentials could in worst case
scenario crash the performance test.
One expert interviewee had questions marks with the term architectural scenario in
selection of relevant architectural scenarios. Specifically in the differences between "normal"
performance scenarios and architectural scenarios. Not all architectural choices depend on
performance data, and likewise some non-architectural choices can benefit from the use of
performance testing. This was countered however by the expert, as he considered every
decision considered to have performance impact an architectural decision. This difference
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of opinion shows the fuzzy meaning of the word architecture and how every expery expert
can given an software product give very different architectural elemenasdsadts.
Another remark was the lack of a good definition what should be contained in the
architectural scenario. The architect proposed is should contain in the very least the
hardware on which the system should be run. The software and configuration options
necessary to run the tests, and the type of workload requested. As not all architectural
scenarios require realistic workload. In some case the amount of workload has a greater
priority, or when specific non-normal performance issues need to best tested. The use
of certain performance counter could give unexpected result, depending whether the
performance counter would measure the process or the complete machine. For example
the way RAM works in the widows operation system allows for inconsistent result between
process specific RAM usage and machine wide RAM usage. Special care should be taken in
selecting specific performance counters, as drawing the wrong conclusions form performance
tests is often more damaging than having no conclusions at all.
7.3

result validation

Both software architect where happy with the result given by both case study’s. According
to one architect the results of the first case study proved the effectiveness of the performance
tooling. By generating an reasonably realistic workload for both software systems from
a common workload definition. Both architect where of the opinion that conducting
these performance tests regularly and creating more of these architectural scenarios would
improve the architecture decision making process. They expect as a number of architectural
choices still need to be made regarding Profit Next, and the amount of performance testing
to increase. The use of the continuous performance testing method will help them create
sound and useful performance tests.
Using the feedback from both software architect a redesigned continuous performance
method was created (see figure 49). Its main change is the removal of the parallel line
separating the mapping of the scenario and creating stubs form the workload generation
line.
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Figure 49: Redesigned continuous performance testing method.
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8

CONCLUSIONS
The previous chapters have described the reasons and result in using continuous performance testing method when developing a new software system. To start performance
testing at an early stage in the development process takes preparation and effort. But
this preparation, when done correctly, pays off in multiple ways. Continuous performance
testing allows for insight into the performance of the current and alternative architectures.
It allows architects and manager to manage the performance of an application during
and after development. And by managing the performance a well balanced determination
can be made whether effort needs to be made to improve performance. The architectural
pattern of CQRS had a special focus in this thesis because of the strong influence on the
case study and the limited scientific literature on this subject. This thesis contributes
to the CQRS scientific literature by describing the unique performance characteristics of
CQRS as described by CQRS experts. The expert interview together with earlier scientific
work formed the basis for the continuous performance method. With the addition of the
workload generation literature review a selection of workload generation techniques was
added to the thesis. These generation techniques provide a good basis when trying the
simulate accurate user behavior in performance testing. To validate the method and tool 2
case studies where performed at AFAS conducting the continuous performance method in
a software development project. Results from the case study where considered very useful
in giving insight into the performance of the software. The case company is currently
continuing with the performance tests and tooling to monitor the performance, and to
answer the next set of architectural decision.
8.1

research question answers
1 Which Performance criteria are perceived as important by architects and
affect the designing of a CQRS based distributed architecture?

In chapter 5 we discuss useful performance criteria given by software architects and
managers. Performance criteria generally fall into 2 categories: those that measure the
speed of a system. Whether this is in the number of request it can handle per sec, or
response time. And the performance criteria that measure possible bottlenecks, common
bottleneck criteria like Ram, CPU or Disk IO. The chapter shows that the performance
criteria depend on the type of performance tests one wishes to conduct. But will almost
always consist of a combination of both type of criteria. In a CQRS system special
attention should be given to the performance metrics unique to CQRS. The eventual
consistency time, the time it takes for the query model to become consistent with reality
is an important one. But depending on the test the response time of individual CQRS
parts can give an important signal as to the performance bottlenecks of the CQRS system.
2 What are techniques for workload generation?
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Chapter 4 gives an overview of Workload generation methods commonly used to simulate
realistic usage. The methods can be divided into several groups: model driven or system
driven, Open or close loop, trace or analytical based. Between the methods is also a lot of
variation, and most methods lack capabilities others offer. However most methods can
fortunately be combined with others and together this toolset of workload generation
methods can be used in conjunction or separate of each other to create an acceptable
workload.
3 How can a tool for continuous performance testing be implemented in
practice?
In chapter 6 a series of tools is created to enable the usage of the continuous performance
testing method. The tools are capable of generating workload, sending this workload to a
target system. Measuring performance counters of the target system and in the case of the
case study, analyze the inner working of the software system. To prevent the performance
impact of measuring and transmitting all message traffic goes via ETW. By creating
the toolset in a generic manner, it allows the use of continuous performance testing in a
multitude of software projects.
4 What are the consequences of continuous performance testing on decision
criteria?
From the validation interviews in chapter 7 we can conclude the positive consequences of
conducting performance tests on decision criteria. While no choices are currently made as
a direct result of the performance tests results. It did lead to an shift in priorities, focusing
on non-performant section of the software system. Performing continuous performance
tests on decision criteria leads to more insight into the performance of those decision
criteria. Depending on the results of those tests, this could lead to changes in priority of
development tasks, or the answering of architectural choices.

How can an architect use continuous performance testing to make
better informed choices in a CQRS distributed architecture?
Depending on the specific architectural scenario a series of performance tests
can be created to provide insight into an architectural choice. By characterizing the
expected workload into a workload definition, and using this workload definition
to generate an realistic workload. Using the continuous performance tooling a
series of chosen performance criteria can then be measures during the tests. The
performance criteria depend on the specific test and the specific architectural choice.
The performance tooling can perform the performance test, an give an analysis of
the results leading to better informed choices.
8.2 discussion
This thesis looked at performance testing in both CQRS and non-CQRS system.
The performance comparison between profit 2014 and profit Next proved that the
tools and method are applicable to technically different software systems. Proving
that the method and toolset is capable of being used by other and non-CQRS
software systems. The value is also apparent is the continued usage of the case study
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company, the case company continued with performance tests after concluding the
case study. Expanding the set of performance tools to allow for nightly automated
performance tests. From a CQRS specific standpoint this thesis also provided new
insight, especially in the case of performance metrics. The ability of CQRS to
cleanly separate different system components offers a great opportunity to perform
performance tests on these components separately. Effectively bringing performance
testing to the level of unit testing. Whether it is practical to perform performance
tests on this level on a regular basis can be debated, but this could prove useful in
detecting bottlenecks and other performance problems in specific components. As
mentioned in the introduction and in the validation interview software architecture
continuous to be a fuzzy and abstract term. This is also apparent in the continuous
performance method, and the feedback given in response to this method. The choice
to continue the term in the method was a difficult one, architectural scenario could
easily have been replaced with performance scenario. But this would go against
the central reasoning behind using the continuous performance method and its
predecessor the early performance method. Testing he performance implication
of software early in the development means the software implementation is still
incomplete, or even in a prototype phase. Testing a specific implementation does
not make sense as the performance will vary greatly during and after development.
Testing different types or choices in architecture does make sense, as the architecture
is set early in development.
8.3 future work
This thesis looked at a possible solution to a increasingly important problem, how
to manage performance during development. The solution offered here, continuous
performance testing is an expansion of the early performance testing conception of
Denaro et al. (2005). What are the consequences of using this method late in the
development process, and should changes be made to better fit the final state the
software system would consist of. This research also specifically focused on CQRS
and how performance criteria are affected in a CQRS architecture. However during
this research the lack of scientific literature on this pattern became apparent. With
the exception of Kabbedijk et al. (2013) no published papers exist on the topic of
CQRS. this is a said state of affairs considering the popularity of this pattern in high
performance software systems, and the interesting side effects this pattern produces.
With the contributions of this thesis in the area of workload generation techniques,
selecting the right workload generation techniques has become clearer. However
selecting the right combinations of different generation techniques is still based on
preference and less on proven methodology. The question stands if computer systems
can be categorized in such a way that the best workload generation methods are
apparent. One such categorization immediately comes to mind: the relation between
computer system operated by users and user behavior graphs. Is a categorization
possible to map certain types of computer system to a single or combination of
workload generation methods? A key point stressed in chapter 4 is the fact that
most of the workload generation techniques discussed can be combined. However,
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this is not apparent when looking at the papers discussing the generation methods.
The papers do not discuss the interoperability with other generation methods.
The relation between the different workload generation methods are therefore well
understood. Further research can be taken to ascertain the relations between different
workload generation methods. New technologies and user interfaces change the way
a user operates computer systems, furthermore in many computer systems nowadays
no single user interface exists. Instead, a collection of input devices (phone, tablet,
pc) and interfaces (native app, browser) provide access to a single computer system.
Understanding how each of these devices changes the user behavior, and therefore the
workload is paramount if one wishes to create a realistic workload. The difficulties
discussed when choosing the right workload generation methods, and the associated
complexity a workload can contain, raises the question if an automated analysis can
give better results. Based on usage logs or/and program analysis can an automated
tool make a better analysis of the workload, and make a better selection of workload
generation methods.
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A

I N T E RV I E W P R O T O C O L
With this interview, I would like to gain insight in the decision criteria used in
distributed CQRS environments, and in particular the performance criteria. These
decision criteria are the metrics or facts a an architect or other decision maker uses
to make architectural decisions. An example of an architectural decision could be
the choice for a particular database system, or more general the choice to have an
distributed system.
This research is focused on the applicability of starting performance testing early
in the development process of an CQRS system, to facilitate better decision making.
One part of this research is to find and define performance criteria necessary to
make performance decisions in a CQRS system.
Interviewee
Name:
Function:
Area of expertise:
Years of experience:
Preparation
1 Quick explanation of the research project Questions
2 Is the interviewee information correct?
3 What are a few (around 3 depending on time) distributed software projects
you participated in, in which performance was a serious consideration in the
architecture? (for each project)
3.a What performance criteria did you measure and at which stage of the
development process?
3.b What did you want to measure and when(including measured criteria) in
that project? (For each criteria)
3.b.i (If applicable) Why wasn’t this criteria measured?
3.b.ii Why did you want to measure this?
4 In your opinion does the choice for implementing the CQRS pattern influence.
4.a your choice in measuring performance criteria?
4.b (if yes) Can you give an example?
4.c the performance requirements of the system?
5 What would you like to add?
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PDD ACTIVITIES & DELIVERABLES
In this appendix the activities defined in the PDD (figure 2) are explained. The
PDD shows the deliverables and activities over the 6 distinct phases.
Table 24: PDD Activities
main activity
Develop
proposal

Activity
Write long proposal

Create proposal presentation

Define decision
criteria

Define
interview
protocol

Hold expert interviews

Collect and analyze
interview data
Conduct
Workload
generation
literature review

Find workload generation methods
Compare workload
methods

83

Description
Creating the proposal, consisting
of most important literature, research approach, a preliminary
planning and an early description
of the final deliverables.
Creating a proposal presentation
containing the most important
parts of the long proposal, used
in the colloquium to present the
research method and goals. Also
used to get feedback from colloquium attendees.
To define the different criteria
used in the decision process a series of expert interviews need to
take place. In this activity an
interview protocol for the semistructured interview is created.
A series of interviews takes place
with multiple software architects,
main goal of the interview is to
find the criteria necessary to make
informed decisions in a distributed
architecture.
Notes from different interviews
are combined and compared, from
these interviews several decision
criteria are selected.
Using a literature study workload
generation techniques are found
Compare the Workload generation
methods on usefulness for early
performance testing.

B

Creating Test
artifact &
method

Perform case
study

Conduct
validation
interviews

Creates distributed Create the test tool using the
performance mea- workload from the workload gensuring tool
eration technique to test for the
performance metrics found from
the interviews.
Create
CQRS Creates the test method to test
early performance for the performance metrics found
method
from the interviews.
Improve distributed Based on problems encountered
test tool
during the case study improve the
test case
Create test cases
Based on the performance criteria
and the distributed architecture
under test a series of test cases is
created.
Perform test cases Test cases are perform on the target architecture with the test tool.
Define
interview Based on the performance criteria
protocol
a series of questions is prepared
to ascertain the validity of the
method & and tool
Hold expert inter- Conducts the validation interviews
views
Collect and analyze Collects and analyze the interinterview data
views
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Table 25: PDD Deliverables
Description
This proposal contains the most important literature, research approach, a preliminary planning
and an early description of the final deliverables.
Proposal presentation
Thesis presentation which gives a summary state
the thesis project will be used at the colloquium
to gather feedback from attendees.
Interview protocol
A document describing how the interview is conducted. It includes the questions, a procedure
for the data selection; and a strategy for data
extraction and analysis.
Interview notes
Notes & audio records taken during the interview.
Decision criteria
Results of the Analysis of the notes results in a
selection of decision criteria.
List of Workload generation Methods A list of scientific papers concerning workload
generation papers.
Workload generation Comparison
A comparison of different workload generation
methods.
Literature study
Literature review section which contains a summary of the generation methods and the comparison between them.
Distributed test tool
An Artifact created to support performance test
on components in a distributed architecture.
Distributed Test Method
A method describing the action needed to perform early performance testing on a CQRS distributed architecture.
List of Performance Test cases
The performance test cases selected from the
performance criteria.
List of Performance Test metrics
The result of the performance test cases performed in a case study.
Validation Interview Protocol
A document describing how the interview is conducted. Question based on the performance metrics.
Validation Interview notes
Notes and audio records of the performed validation interviews.
Decision criteria validation
Contains the analysis of the interviews notes
Thesis
Contains the answers to the research questions
and gives conclusions and recommendations
Deliverable
Long Proposal
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C

Tag
User emulation
/session based

Table 26: Data extraction Tags
Description
Papers

send
workload
from
multiple
clients
Aggregate /trans- send
workload
action based
from an single
client
Trace based
Replays gathered
trace data
Analytical based
Generated Workload

Bahga (2011); Denneulin (2004); Barford & Crovella (1998);
Bodik et al. (2010); Botta et al. (2012); Hlavacs et al. (2000);
Sobel & Subramanyam (2008)
Antonatos (2004); Avritzer & Weyuker (1996); Busari &
Williamson (2002); Katsaros et al. (2012); Sommers & Barford
(2004); Zhang et al. (2007)
Botta et al. (2012); Gambi et al. (2013)
Anderson et al. (2006); Antonatos (2004); Avritzer & Weyuker
(1996); Bahga (2011); Barford & Crovella (1998, 1997); Bodik et
al. (2010); Botta et al. (2012); Bouillet & Dube (2010); Busari
& Williamson (2002); Calzarossa et al. (2000); Denneulin (2004);
Elnaffar & Martin (2002); Ganapathi et al. (2010); Gmach et al.
(2007); Hlavacs et al. (2000); Hlavacs & Kotsis (1999); Hoorn et al.
(2008); Katsaros et al. (2012); Krishnamurthy (2006); Lublin &
Feitelson (2003); Mi et al. (2009); Moreno et al. (2013); Pereira &
Silva (2006); Sobel & Subramanyam (2008); Sommers & Barford
(2004); Sommers et al. (2004); Tsai et al. (1996); Wang et al.
(2004); Weigle & Adurthi (2006); Woodside et al. (2007b); Yuksel
& Sikdar (2000); Zhang et al. (2007)

Stochastic
Descriptive
Markov chain

Moreno et al. (2013); Lutteroth & Weber (2008)

Clustering
Regression
User behavior
Layering
Form oriented
Reactivity
Open loop
Closed loop

Calzarossa et al. (2000); Moreno et al. (2013)

Calzarossa et al. (2000)
Bahga (2011); Hlavacs et al. (2000); Hlavacs & Kotsis (1999);
Hoorn et al. (2008); Sobel & Subramanyam (2008); Woodside et
al. (2007b); Yuksel & Sikdar (2000)
Zhang et al. (2007)
Hlavacs et al. (2000)
Hlavacs et al. (2000); Hlavacs & Kotsis (1999)
Calzarossa et al. (2000); Lutteroth & Weber (2008)
Pereira & Silva (2006)
Botta et al. (2012)
Anderson et al. (2006); Bahga (2011); Barford & Crovella (1998);
Bodik et al. (2010); Botta et al. (2012); Hlavacs et al. (2000); Mi
et al. (2009); Pereira & Silva (2006); Zhang et al. (2007); Sobel
& Subramanyam (2008); Weigle & Adurthi (2006)

Correlations

Anderson et al. (2006); Bouillet & Dube (2010); Ganapathi et al.
(2010); Yuksel & Sikdar (2000)

Index of dispersion
Execution graphs
Message sequence
graphs

Mi et al. (2009)
Woodside et al. (2007b)
Woodside et al. (2007b)
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P E R F O R M A N C E C R I T E R I A I N T E RV I E W S

d.1 interview 1
This first interview was taken with a lead software architect at AFAS, working on the
architecture of the new CQRS system. During this interview which took one hour
three cases where discussed. The first case describes performance tests taken during
the delivery of a new version of a web based software product to a existing large client.
The client was intimately involved in the development process, but close to the
delivery date the system was not performing according to expectations. In reaction
performance tests were taken to determine the problem. These tests consisted of
using a demo environment to produce the same number of request/second the old
system received. Goal of these tests was to find the throughput of single and 2 server,
how this would scale, and what the bottlenecks of the system where. By recording
metrics as request/sec, queue length, and CPU usage the largest problem was traced
to an external Microsoft component, which was promptly replaced. However insight
into the hardware demands of the system was still low, and when the system went
live a large server overcapacity was deployed, which was slowly decreased after the
first few weeks.
The second case described mentions the transition from a single purchase model
to a SAAS solution. The origins of this product where on a try-and-see basis, a small
team tried to make it work, and only after the success and expansion of the product
where bottlenecks found and performance tests taken. The transition to a SAAS
model did gave performance improvement at AFAS more incentive, as the hardware
costs where now directly paid by AFAS. Improvements in performance where directly
improving the profitability of the product. However most performance tests where
still reactive in nature and the result of complaints of slowness by customers. many
bottlenecks only occurred in live environments and there was significant difficulty
to find the responsible bottleneck, as monitoring these systems during peak hours
would cost even more performance and monitoring in off-hours would not result in
useful data. The results of these performance tests was a desired to have standard
performance tests before going live, and over multiple machines as performance
problems only occurred in combination of multiple machines and multiple users.
Furthermore these performance should also run on the live environments, to test
the hardware and hardware configuration.
The last case is the project currently being developed, a CQRS based SAAS
solution. This solutions is being developed with the expectation of a large growth of
the number and size of customers. experiences in the previous 2 cases learn that it is
difficult to make a square fit a round hole, performance need to be considered from
the start of development. That being said, some performance problems are not clear
until late in the development, deciding where to implement caching for example
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can only be taken once the solutions has been completed. Only testing different
components separately is not useful as that requires many assumptions to be made
about the rest of the system. You have to perform end-to-end testing. The most
important measurements one can take in performance testing is the response time
(otherwise known as the user-experience) of the system, and the total throughput
(number of request in certain time). CQRS adds another measurement to this list:
The time it takes for the changes made in a command to be visible in a query. These
are not the only measurements useful, knowing at what user lead the system begins
to behave erratic, the maximum throughput per component or per server. And
also important bottlenecks points such as disk IO, CPU, network IO and memory.
These bottlenecks are usually simple to solve, either by adding machines or making
performance optimizations, however more annoying bottlenecks are resource limits:
like number of ports, number of open files, IIS worker thread limits. There is no
piece of documentation listing these resource limits, and these limits can change
depending on hardware, OS, OS version or OS edition. These are limits you only
encounter in practical or in realistic performance tests, end-to-end tests are meant
to find these bottlenecks.
Differences of CQRS in performance testing are many, as mentioned in the
previous paragraph it requires more measurements to gain a complete picture of the
performance of the system. Changes in the database are always written sequentially,
using no stored procedures, which prevents many locking or performance issues in
the database, and has as an added benefits a more consistent performance regardless
of the type of data being stored. It also means end-to-end testing is more important
in contrast to heavy database designs in which most processing is done on the
database. The two sides separated by CQRS: Command and Query, will also have
different performance characteristics. Command side will be in all likelihood fast,
and reasonably scalable, the query side on the other hand will have more complexity
and therefore be slower, but has the benefit of being scalable.
d.2 interview 2
The second interview was taken with one of the software architects current working
at AFAS. Most performance tests taken at AFAS where in response to performance
problems. After a problem, performance test where created to reproduce the
problem. And these test where incorporated into the normal project delivery test set.
Most issues where related to concurrency conflicts rather than actual performance
issues. These where reproduced, simulating multiple users performing everyday tasks.
Performance was reasonable in normal circumstance, however the software was not
optimized for performance. Performance problems where almost always caused
by concurrency problems, the software contains locks an users are getting in each
otherâ€™s way. Both in the software part of the system as the SQL database. Some
problems on the database where related to having wrong indexes and locks on query’s
and update’s. Mainly locks being bigger than necessary. Running performance tests
earlier would have helped with to prevent most of these problems. This would not
have given 100% of the problems, but it would certainly have helped. In tests the
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increasing the current user should not immediately show an exponential graph, but
is good to know how this graph grows. You want to see a slow increase, not an
exponential one.
A series of tests was performed to optimize file distribution storage of AFAS
Profit, as there where issues on connection timeouts in this part of the system. The
consideration was between of keeping a connection open vs closing quickly. Having
a chatty system (a system in which open connection are relatively quickly closed)
has more overhead, as more connection need to be made. However this prevents
timeouts if large files are transferred. choice is essentially between a slower fair
system (which keep sharing the number of connections), which prevents time-outs.
Or a faster first in first out variant, which could result in time-outs with large file
transfers. During the tests attributes like queue length, requests per sec, processing
time, request size where monitored to find the optimal configuration.
A series of tests currently underway is a performance comparison between
MongoDB an MSSQL on lookup and update times on large databases. Testing
if an implementation containing time-dependent values on 50 million records has
an acceptable performance. In the first few tests the performance of MSSQL was
impacted by the amount of caching MSSQL uses, which give MSSQL an unfair
advantage. In reality most request would not be cached, and we need to test for
worst case scenario, since that is also what we expect in a live environment. We
measured processing time, CPU, RAM, disk, with the first goal of checking if an
implementation is viable, and secondly which database is faster.
CQRS pattern different, but has some similarity with a service oriented architecture. Both have entrance with performance questions: things what are good limits
and quotes, how can we make this as efficient as possible. And when do you need
to scale out, what is the limit. As few as possible resources and as fast as possible.
this to quickly scale out to catch peak moments, performance peaks across days for
example office hours, but also across the year. Some peaks are predictable some are
not, and a mechanism should be there to scale out if there is a high load for a few
minutes.
All request, should have a processing time, they can be longer because concurrencyissues. Request waiting for each-other in a queue, or because of the flat time it
takes to handle the request. You want to measure both, the processing time every
so often so you know when a change in the software causes a significant change is
processing time. If we are not impressed with the current processing time, we want
to focus on decreasing it. "You want to make the system as efficient as possible,
so you can handle as much requests as possible, the faster you can handle request
the more capacity you have on a server". This processing time can be considered
for the command, and query. The time for a command to become a available in
the query model is important, as the system should be eventual consistent, and
having a processing time which is too long can have effect on usability of the system.
Commands are validated using the query model, having a large delay in throughput
would cause commands to be validated on an out of time query model, resulting
in a larger amount of compensating actions. Eventual consistency is of-course very
dependent on the complexity of the command, and also on the data of the commands
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itself. A create person command can be quick or slow depending on the number of
attributes changed/added.
You have to try to create a typical workload. It has to be a mix of different
functional parts that have no interconnection to each other, and should scale pretty
well, and functional parts that have a close connection and use the same components.
With AFAS the implementation becomes less important because the code is
generated. With the exception of specific bugs one only needs to tests the around 15
different types of generated constructions. The performance aspect is in the more
the specific circumstances. For performance tests it is more practical to have the
same constructions and performance tests. You use that to analyze your code, how is
the throughput, do i run into bottlenecks. "However a real live scenario give you the
unexpected things, the more important stuff since you really work like this". When
do you perform these tests? too late, when you already encountered the problem
in a live situation. Checking for these problems is difficult , how many different
situations can you think of? almost infinite. To run a good performance test it has
to be simple, measurable and repeatable. This means creating test sets that send
the same amount of small and large tasks. These test sets can still be randomly
generated, but only the firsts time, and repeated after that. However that being
said, test sets will need to be updated if the software changes, and if there are large
functional changes you have to ask yourself if you can really compare two test runs
with each other.
One of the major advantages for CQRS is that you can easily record the commands
when they enter the system. And perform these actions again and again. Making
CQRS system repeatable, much easier than logging service/soap requests with
timestamps and security data like it has to be now. You do need to bring the system
back to its state at the moment the first command was received, all validations still
need to be performed. This can be easy if you start with an empty database. Or if
you want to tests events, which do not require validations. For example a good tests
would be to record how it takes to build a an complete query model for a certain
amount of events.
d.3 interview 3
This third interview was taken with the project manager responsible for development
of the CQRS system at AFAS. two cases from the interviewees experience are
described. First case describes early time-period of AFAS Profit, in which the
focus was on adding functionality, and not on looking at or improving performance.
Especially in this early period performance problems came from customers using a
large data-set. For example one customer had 100.000 customer relations, which
resulted in displaying these relations took 5 min. Most of these problems could
be solved by tuning the database in some way, adding indexes on the right tables.
Performance tests were taken mainly afterward, when new customers mentioned
having large dataset. Or when they complained of slow performance, as customer
do not always know they have extreme amounts of data. Currently performance is
certainly a consideration in development, however performance testing is not part of
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the development process. With the exception of projects with the goal of improving
Performance, for example improving the payroll processing speed. In those project
performance tests where run to measure the performance gains.
Second case describes the project currently being developed, a CQRS based
SAAS solution. effort. Due to cloud environment, hardware considerations are
important, trying to do the task with as little hardware as possible. But the most
important goal is always user-experience, having a system which responds to user
interactions quickly. After that goal is reached the price of the necessary hardware
becomes the most important. However development investment should also not be
disproportional to decrease the hardware requirements. To have this control over
hardware requirements (CPU, Bandwidth, disk, memory, data storage) performance
costs need to be visible at a low level (preferable per request(command/event)).
Improving one of these requirements will probably increase others, for example
decrease bandwidth by compressing request between server and client will increase
CPU. The aim is to develop to the perfect "point" in which these requirements are
balanced, with each hardware requirement within a certain limit.
The major advantage CQRS offers is the similarity in data storage of different
concepts, a record could be a person or a order but it is stored in the same way. The
expectation is the query side will have the most room for performance improvement,
the command side is fairly simple and easy to optimize. Questions need to be
asked what is eventual consistent, so after how much time must the query model be
consistent. And how much hardware is required to meet those demands, in heavy
load cases and normal ones.
d.4 interview 4
The fourth interview was taken with the CIO of AFAS, who is closely involved
in the architectural decision making processes. The first case discussed is AFAS
main product Profit, performance problems first began occurring when due to
being used in larger organization profit was transferred from being an application
running on a single computer to running in datacenters. During this time no
performance monitoring was being performed and no internal performance logging
took place.. Performance test rook place reactivity, when customers complained
about performance problems, or speculated during implementation of using large
dataset. If a problem was found, check if a 100.000. Going to a big organization,
100.000 user simulating, simulating a user based on assumptions on how the user
should behave. check if the servers are reaching the limit, and check how many user
a single servers can support, and what the bandwidth requirements are. But these
tests were performed from questions in the field. eventually a benchmark test was
performed to give an indication On this architecture, with these processors we can
support this many CFU’s (concurrent functional unit: user doing a few specified
actions)
Second case discussed was the transition to an online system: AFAS Online.
This was also a transition to system with more variability, multiple customer(with
multiple users) on same databases. Primary reason for this transition to databases
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for multiple customers where licensing costs. Performance test where run in the
same way as with Profit: mainly reactive on customer questions and complaints,
with the notable exceptions if a new customer mentioned having an extreme amount
of actions. in these cases performance tests where run before implementation at the
specified customer. However once a performance test was created it formed part of
the large test set used in acceptance testing of a new versions.
For the new version of profit currently being developed a special focus is being
placed on measuring performance. Learning from the mistakes of Profit and AFAS
online performance is a key point from day one. This is already apparent is the
choice for a CQRS architecture, which helps for to increase performance. The big
focus from a performance standpoint is user experience, the waiting time for a user
until the system can accommodate the request. This comes in 2 varieties, the waiting
time for small actions, which should not be noticeable. And the waiting time for
larger action, which could take up to 1.5 hours, in these cases the its ok for the user
to wait a while as long as its communicated well, and the UI is available for other
actions. That said costs is also important, cost now in next is primary research
and development cost, however this will later become costs in software licenses and
server hardware.
The performance targets for next: When simulating current user behavior.
• knowing user experience. actual user wait time and mental user wait time.
Mental time can be decreases by for example giving user a different screen.
• what are the costs (hardware and necessary software).
And measure these metric on changes that have impact on software:
• changes in user behavior
• changes in functional behavior
• changes in architecture
• changes in infrastructure
d.5 interview 5
The fifth interview was taken with the chief architect of the Axxon CQRS framework,
a java based CQRS framework designed to provide high performance business
solutions. immediately during the interview the chief architect mentioned important
fact, a CQRS system with bad performance can still look fast from a user experience
view. The well designed UI gives the impression to the user the actions is processed,
and the eventual consistency latency is invisible for most users and actions. However
there are still many aspects of performance to measure, most important part is
perceived performance: so the user gets a reactions from the system, regardless if
the processing of the action is actually done. second aspect is latency, some systems
(think algorithmic trading applications) require fast latency for commands/requests
(>1ms). Best ways to help this is have the necessary information ready, distributed
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system are not the key here as network communication would eat a lot of milliseconds
of time. The systems work best as the number of threads is the same as the number
of processors. With the expectation that the number of IO requests is zero, else the
number of threads can be higher. however IO is practically forbidden in these high
performance test as this would require impact performance in an order of magnitude.
When thinking of these high performance systems this is on the order of 1,5 million
requests per second.
Most important performance quality here is the time between sending of command,
and the updating of the query-model the so called eventual consistency time. However
measuring these durations can be difficult in high performance distributed systems,
as small changes in the clocks between servers mean performance results become
skewed. One has to account for this and perform time synchronization between those
server, or at least measure the time differences. Accounting for these time differences
is really only practical if performance is measured in ms, as the differences in larger
time units (second, minutes) are negligible.
Eventual consistency time is not often a bottleneck. Or let me rephrase that if
you design you UI well, eventual consistency is not a bottleneck. At least in the case
that a user is the one communicating to the system, should CQRS be connected to
other computer systems, eventual consistency does become important.
Raw performance improvement is usually not to choice to choose for CQRS.
performance -> speed for 1 request. Choice for CQRS is made to improve scalability.
performance requirements for most CQRS systems 0.5 sec, with eventual consistency
of 1 sec.
One of the cases discussed detailed performance tests taken at CQRS designed
bridge-game. These tests where primarily aimed at the event-store and event
handling. Performance measurements were taken on CQRS prototype of their
application, seeing if CQRS was useful to implement into the application. 4000
users where simulated, with a user taking on average 3-5 sec think time. These
where informal performance measurements, giving load on the application and
playing games and findings the delays unacceptable. First problems found where
hardware/configuration issues, proxy server not allocating enough connections, web
servers giving not enough threads. After this a problem was found with the http
request, and they taking too much time. This resulted in a redesign involving http
sockets server, which improved performance 400% now allowing for 16000 users on 1
machine.
Making your system distributed always cost development time. Once you cross
the limits of your machine latency becomes a problem. Dealt in this in 2 ways:
user interfaced designed to disguised latency, gave impression other users where
still thinking about their turn calculation where being done. When distributed
saving events in event store and publication events to query builders where still
the main bottlenecks by factor of 1000 slower than other components. This is
largely a tradeoff, performance-gains could be made if you make concessions towards
consistency, allowing an event store to be a little behind, and not completely correct
all the time allows for much faster performance. Tradeoff is of-course that your event
store in not always correct and true, NoSQL databases like MongoDB have really
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begun focusing on these types of problems, as most development still takes place with
a 70’s mindset that the DB and application always needs to be completely correct.
With corresponding performance problems, especially when you start talking about
gigabytes and terabytes of data.
performance pure latency , command performance query builder performance
is also important since this metric should actually be added to the command
performance, this is time it takes to show a change to the system. One of the big
advantages of CQRS is really the good perceived performance for users, as the
query model makes sure data is always ready to show. Problems lies in the update
commands, as this can really have a snowball effect, on the number of updates. by
which i mean the throughput, of the entire system and also of component. Testing
a component separately is certainly possible, if you can get a realistic workload.
However it is easy to have the simulated connection components too simple, and
therefore giving the test totally unrealistic performance. Best to test the entire
system if possible.
One of the traps in performance testing is the size of existing storage. During
audit of a customer, performance was measured, but large dataset are not taken
into account, resulting in a performance on small test databases which is fine.
but was not is not really representative because of the small size of the database.
Another problem found during performance tests is lower than expected performance
as the machine running the tested application is also responsible for running the
generator that put load on the application. In addition are bottlenecks like open
network connections important, you want to test slow connections in addition to
the high-speed LAN networks that usually are used in test environments.
If performance is critical, it becomes necessary to measure the in and out time
of a message for each component, to know its share in overall system latency. For
a distributed system this would mean the in and out times for each individual
server the message goes through. This can be measured in several ways, one idea is
taken form the medical world. If a doctor wants to know if a how your veins are
performing, a marker fluid is injected, and scan is taken to see how far the marker
fluid has gotten from the center of injection. This same principle can be used in
CQRS, tagging a command with some extra meta-data, and storing the time when
this command reaches a component.
d.6 interview 6
Interview 6 takes place with an advertisement company using a CQRS based product
which uses CQRS with event store, REST interface and a single page app. Command
are synchronous, since the load on commands is relativity low compared to the
number of Query’s, and synchronous commands really simplify the system. 95% of
system actions are query’s and only 5% commands.
In the view of the architect there are 2 main performance criteria: End user
latency, the time it takes to receive a conformation that your command has succeeded,
especially since our system uses synchronous command processing. This target was
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pretty high, since a single page app was used as the front end, and performance is
noticeable in these kind of apps.
On the query side the main metric was query’s per second handling but also
versus the complexity of the query. A simple query can easily reach in the thousand
per second, those are not the interesting ones. Especially early in development you
need to make an assessment how-much time youâ€™re willing to give to performance
testing. As the complex query’s ( and these are the ones you want to focus on) start
to take shape the moment you build them. The target here was much lower in the
regions of a few hundred query per second, as our expectation was this would be
more than enough. We looked at the most complex query’s and commands from a
performance standpoint, which in essence means the query’s/commands using the
most IO, and measured their performance. Important is looking at the order of
amounts, is it in the tens, hundreds of even thousands. And how does this number
grow when data-set, complexity changes: linearity or exponential?
Then we looked if performance targets set for these commands/query where
reached in the 95%, measuring the 95th percentile. This pragmatic approach was
used throughout development, set a performance target, see if the target is met,
if not check if there are quick fixes to make the target. Look how this number is
going to change in the coming 24 months in data-growth, which is in hindsight the
largest performance factor. However even then the question is if you really want to
increase the performance, adding an extra server, or increasing the Ram will maybe
cost a few hundred euro’s. A few hours of development time can costs a lot more.
Performance is a dangerous thing, i triggers in developers an idea of improving for
the benefit of improving. While these changes only should occur when substantially
improving business.
performance testing happens early in development, during the prototype phase,
in which a simple prototype is created for the proposed functionality, a simple performance test is performed. To give an indication on performance and if performance
improvements really are necessary.
In addition to technical metric (CPU, RAM ,IO) some extra performance counters
measured during testing:
• cache hits
• IO latency (on API, Hard disk, network IO)
Because of CQRS, we put much more focus on the divide between query side
and command size latency. It is much easier to test the 1 slow component, as see
which changes need to take place. It give more insight, and it allows to measure on
a much lower level, measuring components, and connections between components.
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C A S E S T U D Y D ATA

Task

user action

Detail

Create/change task
(Unique Cases)
Create task
Change task
Save task
Action/properties
Url
Fieldchanged
Search
AntaUpdateCloseWebform
Rowrefresh
Quickfilter
EntryAction
Update
Refresh
Other

Query on task
query on ID
description query
multiple record query
save
single query
multiple record query

Mainpage
Firstpage
Properties
Rowrefresh
Url

query on ID
single query

Login
Detail

STS call
Url
Properties
Antaupdateclosewebform
Firstpage

query on ID
Save

Overview
Properties
Rowrefresh
Quickfilter

single query
multiple record query

Other
Total

Frequency

Rel. frequency

Task Frequency

1.608.269
198.398
106.238
92.160
112.972
126.620
236.555
259.308
251.527
112.972
13.674
25.524
90.488
100.045
49.369
1.356.570
651.230
154277
81696
38072
11342
232.165
497.737
71.707
45.173
39.594
34.266
332.017
128.148
24.009
8.709
1.474.387
4.795.805

33,5%
4,1%
2,2%
1,9%
2,4%
2,6%
4,9%
5,4%
5,2%
2,4%
0,3%
0,5%
1,9%
2,1%
1,0%

0,638212079
1,192325527
1,307009143
1,267789998
0,569421063
0,068922066
0,12865049
0,456093307
0,504264156
0,248838194

Table 27: Profit 2014 usage analysis
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13,6%
3,2%
1,7%
0,8%
0,2%
4,8%
10,4%
1,5%
0,9%
0,8%
0,7%
6,9%
2,7%
0,5%
0,2%
30,7%

Average

Standard deviation

Min

Max

Processor Time
Next app machine
Next DB machine
Profit App machine
Profit DB machine

72,238317
60,58541984
174,1685815
5,489650523

18,11246758
14,25997607
43,81270637
3,846783416

0
0
0
0

119,0418701
88,51252747
198,4552307
56,92248154

IO Data Operations/sec
Next app machine
Next DB machine
Profit App machine
Profit DB machine

5,987744173
29,01069526
293,7401596
11,46544925

0,675298048
35,72595357
84,89504849
5,472358281

0
0
0
0

14,80146217
720,8248901
508,2008667
40,37399292

Requests Executing
Next app machine
Profit App machine

2,298529412
16,49908925

1,952453435
4,838495563

0
0

14
20

Requests Queued
Next app machine
Profit App machine
Requests/Sec
Next app machine
Profit App machine

0,172058824
0,136612022
29,72115023
49,79898038
4,852435299

0,963906141
0,521007759
23,99485327
11,45083602
2,814612517

0
0
0
0
0

12
5
73,18533325
73,18533325
19,44569397

Thread Count
Next app machine
Next DB machine
Profit App machine
Profit DB machine

30,52794118
72,33136966
69,08743169
60,36783439

1,18251194
0,994410504
5,770837091
2,828999478

28
70
43
56

33
73
71
64

Working Set (ram)
Next app machine
Next DB machine
Profit App machine
Profit DB machine

412,1823127
1196,041611
136,4897541
1194,721818

8,961483371
0,466428009
3,078515963
0,144611252

404,8046875
1194,980469
124,7890625
1194,539063

460,7109375
1196,917969
139,984375
1195,011719

Table 28: Profit 2014 vs Profit Next
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Abstract—Little is known about the archetypes, benefits, and
disadvantages of workload generation techniques that support
performance testing. Without such knowledge, testers have to
pragmatically select the workload generation techniques that
seemingly work best for them, although they may miss the
optimal technique for their use case. In this paper we provide
the archetypes, advantages, and disadvantages of workload generation techniques, including their applicability domain. If testers
were to use this overview, they would be able to select the optimal
techniques for workload generation in their test project, leading
to shorter test times and higher quality software.

I.

Webjamma[5], S-clients[6]. But more modern tools like TPCW[7], SPEC WEB99[8], Webload[9] and JMeter[10] allow for
dynamic behavior.
This paper continues with an explanation of the research
approach. Followed by a chapter detailing the different types
of workload generation characteristics. Next is a chapter discussing the different arch-types of workload generation methods found in the literature. Known gaps and future research
opportunities in the scientific literature are discussed in the
research agenda section.

I NTRODUCTION

Performance demands placed upon modern software systems are constantly increasing. Systems ranging from simple
websites to large business solutions need to support concurrent
access by large numbers of users. Both conventional wisdom
and several studies [1, 2] say many of these software project
have performance problems. Catching these performance problems before they affect users or outside system is becoming
an focus point in the development of these software systems.
To gain insight into the performance of a software system,
the system has to be monitored while a set of request or components is performed. This workload which places demands
on the system resources has a major influence on the eventual
performance results[3]. In some cases the workload is one of
actual usage, users or outside systems performing their normal
actions on the system. However in most situations using real
workload is either undesirable or unpractical. In addition,
real workload is immutable, changing one characteristics of
workload, for example increasing the number of request for a
stress tests is not possible. For these reasons most performance
tests use synthetic workload: workload either generated by a
tool, or created manually.
Creating a workload which is representative of actual usage
in the field in not trivial, one of the most common problems
in performance testing is using an unrepresentative workload
[4]. Performing performance tests with an unrepresentative
workload can give misleading results.
Workload generators are software tools designed to generate the workload discussed here, and have been around since
the early 90s both as academic and commercial tooling. In
order to generate for specific scenarios the generator generally
allows for a number of input parameters to be set. What
types of input parameters heavily depends on the generator
itself. Early tools where designed for specific circumstances,
mostly generating HTTP requests for a static environment:

II.

R ESEARCH METHOD

This section details the literature study protocol created
to find papers discussing workload generation methods and
their unique properties. We used the keywords in Table 1 to
find publications related to workload generation. A literature
protocol is established based on the recommendations of
Webster and Watson [11] and Kitchenham and Charters [12].
Our data collection strategy consisted of using three scientific
search engines:
•
•
•

Google Scholar
CiteSeerX
ieeexplore

.
TABLE I.
Topic

Workload generation techniques

S EARCH K EYWORDS
Search keywords
Testing workload generation
Workload generator
Deriving workload
Test user generation
Performance profiling

Besides these keywords, references to papers where also
looked at in these major contributions, a technique Webster
and Watson [11] calls ”going backward”. This method was
also taken in the opposite direction (”going forward”) as the
references of important papers were also examined. During this
literature study we used the approach of Webster and Watson
[11], who proposes to create a concept matrix to make the
transition form a author-centric to a concept centric paper
organization. Using this approach we sorted the mentioned
descriptions by overall method pattern. This allows for defining
several arch-types of workload generation patterns. These archtypes can then be defined and compared for several attributes.

After removing unpublished and not-relevant papers 39 papers
remained discussing the generation or use of generated workloads in software testing.
III.

W ORKLOAD G ENERATION C HARACTERISTICS

Workload generation methods can have a number of different characteristics associated with them, and can generally
can be defined into 2 different types: static and dynamic
[3]. Static workload techniques use the characteristics of the
workload which do not change depending on earlier of future
actions. Techniques include clustering, averaging and different
types of correlations. In contrast, dynamic techniques generate
a workload in which actions are based on earlier executed
workload, temporal correlations or other outside sources. As
workload have both static and dynamic characteristics,different
techniques from both types may be combined to generate a
complete and realistic workload. out

A third option is the so-called semi-open loop (see figure
3), which combines principles form both. In this type, task
can both be dependent and independent of previous tasks
completions, this type is most used for temporary session
which have a limited duration/number of tasks. Some of these
differentiating characteristics are dependent on the type of
workload method. For example using an open-loop Markov
chain would not be a sensible choice in many cases. The
transition from state to state in these Markov chain would be
more suited towards a closed or semi-closed loop.

Another way workload generation methods can be differentiated is in the task delivery model. A closed loop (also known
as session based) model dictates new tasks can only be send
when the current task has been received (see figure 1), and if
applicable allow for some user or think time.
Fig. 3.

Semi-Open loop
TABLE II.
Tag
Open loop
Closed loop

O PEN & CLOSED LOOPS
Papers

[13]
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23]

workload generation method is meant to target an existing
software/hardware system. Some generation methods target
non-existent systems and in these cases the generated load
is performed against a performance mathematical model of
the system. In these cases both the workload, and the system,
are simulated. This does require detailed performance measurements from the original workload to know the effects of a
task on the system, or similar measurements so the basis of the
model has corresponding link to a performance measurement.
Fig. 1.

Closed loop

In an open loop (or transaction) model new tasks arrive
independent on task completion (see figure 2).

Fig. 2.

Open loop

Workload generation methods can also be differentiated in
the target they are supposed to be generating for. Not every

TABLE III.
Tag
Model driven
System driven

M ODEL & SYSTEM DRIVEN
Papers

[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31]
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45]

Burstiness [19] deals with another frequently overlooked
fact when generating workload. The usage of a software
system is not evenly distributed across time, but has bursts
and lulls. These can be relatively small, as some seconds
have more request than others or lunch breaks can decrease
(or increase) usage of software application. But large burst
of activity [46] can also occur. While the argument can be
made that these large bursts of user activity are more suited for
specific performance stress tests, applying a smaller degree of
burstiness to a workload can give the workload more realistic
behavior.

Finally, workload generators (the implementation of a
single or multiple workload generation methods) vary in the
workload they output. In the empirical approach, sampling is
done of existing tracing data (data recorded from live sessions).
In contrast the analytical approach uses an mathematical model
to generate synthetic workload. Both type of approaches have
their advantage and disadvantages. The empirical approach
is easiest to implement, however lacks the flexibility as the
recorded traces are only representative for one specific configuration and software version. The argument can be made the
workload is not really generated, just sampled. The analytical
model does not have these drawbacks but has the disadvantage
that the model does not accurately exhibits the large number
of unique characteristics.
TABLE IV.

T RACE & ANALYTICAL BASED

Tag
Trace based
Analytical based

IV.

Papers

[13, 25, 38, 40]
[3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
36, 37, 39, 41, 42, 43,
45, 47]

19,
28,
35,
44,

W ORKLOAD G ENERATION METHODS

As shown in the previous paragraphs workload generation
methods can have a number of different characteristics associated with them. However the main difference between these
methods is the approach itself.

Fig. 4.

B. Clustering
Clustering [28, 47] is another widely used method in
workload generation. With the goal of grouping similar actions
as one, making it possible to have generalizations about these
groupings.The selected clusters can be made based on other
workload generation methods like for example correlations, or
by making a selection manually, based on functionality within
the chosen system. For example Antonatos [32] discusses a
method in which available network traffic is clustered based
on protocol and message type. Dividing the traffic into 5
clusters: HTTP request, HTTP Images, HTTP Text, HTTP
app data and an other category. Each of the clusters in this
network traffic workload has defining characteristics that set
it apart from the other types. One can image an HTTP image
to contain to be comparably larger is size than others. And
further characterization on traffic size would be more accurate
after making this clustering instead of trying to characterize
the entire workload as one.
C. Markov chains
Besides the frequency and general type of each task,
the order in which they are performed is important. One of
the tools used in analyzing these temporal characteristics are
Markov chains [15, 18, 22, 26, 30, 31, 39]. A Markov chain
(see figure 5) consists of series of different states a target
system can exists in and the transitions between those states.
Transitions are given probabilities (usually given as fractions)
of occurring. Many different states can be active at once, an
implementation of the Markov chain is frequently not one of
the complete system, only one of the current series of tasks.
Many of these series can be active at once, as for example
many user can use a system at once, but their actions are not
affected by each-other, only by their own previous actions.
In these cases, when a Markov chain specificly models the
behavior of a user, its called a user behavior graph [18]. In
this type of graph the states are the different tasks a user can
give, and the probabilities give the chance a user picks that
specific task.

Histogram Example

A. Descriptive generation
Descriptive generation methods [3, 29, 35, 37, 39, 47] are
techniques frequently associated with simple statics, methods
like averaging, variances, standard deviation, correlations and
distributions. And their corresponding visualization such as
histograms or scatterplots. These static generation methods are
meant to generate workload characteristics such as active users,
user think time, actions per sec etc. Using only the average
(or Median, mode) could be inadequate if the variability of the
workload is high or if the outlier have a large impact on overall
performance. In these cases values like the standard deviation
can be used to remove outliers. A subsection when talking
of descriptive techniques are correlations [14, 24, 31, 35].
Primarily used as a starting point for clustering it indicate in a
decimal fraction to what extend the different values are related.

Fig. 5.

Markov State Transition Diagram

D. Stochastic formcharts
Stochastic formcharts [27, 28, 47] are similar to Markov
chains, but have a distinct difference. In addition to states and
transitions between those states a stochastic formcharts also
has actions. A state can only have transitions towards actions,
which contain a corresponding probability. Actions can have
one transition towards a state. By introducing this bipolarity
into a state diagram a distinction is made between the state and

the actions performed on that state (see figure 6). An example
could be a series of web-pages as states and user actions such
as logging in or saving as the actions to transition to different
or the same web-pages.

Fig. 6.

Stochastic Formchart Diagram

E. Reactivity
Reactivity [20] is a method for a workload generator to act
on output of the target system, specificly on the response time
of the system to earlier tasks. This aspect usually overlooked
by workload generators, but can have an influences on the user
interaction. Response time is a critical factor to the user in an
interactive system, and an influence on user satisfaction. In
addition Research from [48] finds that the user think time, the
time between subsequent user tasks in affected by the time
it takes for the system to respond. Short response times (0.1
sec) keep the user in the flow and improve think time. While
longer (10 sec) response times disrupt the users attention and
interaction with the system resulting in substantial longer think
times, and potentially different tasks.
F. Layering
Layering is a technique used to model workload from
multiple layers instead of only the single layer responsible for
the actual workload. This follows the reasoning that not only
the current and preceding task but also the complete state of its
parent service/applications affect the total workload. In figure
7 a workload model is made of TCP/UPD traffic from a single
machine. By modeling not just just the TCP/UPD traffic but
also the service, application and users responsible the for this
TCP/UPD traffic the traffic becomes more representative.
G. Regression-based modeling
Regression based modeling [21] is a model based approach
of predicting performance of a target system. By collecting performance test results at different workload, plotting the result
of these test, and performing a regression analysis, predictions
can be made about the performance at different workloads.
So instead of performing a large quantity of performance
tests, only a subset is used and further performance data is
extrapolated.
Finally, there are a number of points to take into account
when trying to generate workload. One should already have the
most important characteristics of the workload in mind. These
are necessary to select which workload generation methods
are useful. Does my ideal workload contain a large variability
in workload over time? Then burstiness could be an useful

Fig. 7.

layering Diagram

Fig. 8.

Regression Chart

method to use. One should also look at the target system and
it limitations when selecting workload techniques. Should the
user only perform certain actions from a given state then using
state diagram could be useful.
V.

W ORKLOAD RESEARCH AGENDA

Past research in this field has been primarily aimed at
introducing new workload generation techniques or adaptations
of those techniques. Other papers discussed the implementation
of a new workload generators using one or more of these techniques. Following are 4 recommendations for future research
within the context of workload generation.
With the contributions of this paper, selecting the right
workload generation techniques has become clearer. However selecting the right combinations of different generation
techniques is still based on preference and less on proven
methodology. The question stands if computer systems can be
categorized in such a way that the best workload generation
methods are apparent. One such categorization immediately
comes to mind: the relation between computer system operated
by users and user behavior graphs. Is a categorization possible
to map certain types of computer system to a single or
combination of workload generation methods?
A key point stressed in this paper is the fact that most of the
workload generation techniques discussed can be combined.
However, this is not apparent when looking at the papers

TABLE V.

W ORKLOAD GENERATION METHODS

Tag
Descriptive

Type
static

Advantages
•Easy to generate

Clustering

static

•Gives good first impression
•Allows for better follow-up analysis

Markov chain

dynamic

Stochastic

dynamic

User behavior

dynamic

Regression

dynamic

Layering

dynamic

Reactivity

dynamic

Correlations

dynamic

•Gives the order in which actions are
executed
•Enables easy simulation of large concurrent workload
•Enables more accurate prediction of
workflow dependent workload
•Enables quick predictions of performance
•Useful to simulate hardware level
(CPU/IO) workload
•Enables more accurate use behavior
•Easy to generate
•Enables insight into non-apparent variables

discussing the generation methods. The papers do not discuss
the interoperability with other generation methods. The relation between the different workload generation methods are
therefore well understood. Further research can be taken to
ascertain the relations between different workload generation
methods.
New technologies and user interfaces change the way a user
operates computer systems, furthermore in many computer
systems nowadays no single user interface exists. Instead, a
collection of input devices (phone, tablet, pc) and interfaces
(native app, browser) provide access to a single computer
system. Understanding how each of these devices changes the
user behavior, and therefore the workload is paramount if one
wishes to create a realistic workload.
The difficulties discussed when choosing the right workload generation methods, and the associated complexity a
workload can contain, raises the question if an automated
analysis can give better results. Based on usage logs or/and
program analysis can a automated tool make a better analysis
of the workload, and make a better selection of workload
generation methods.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

Little is known about the archetypes, benefits, and disadvantages of workload generation techniques that support
performance testing. This paper discusses a series of workload
generation techniques, together with the advantage and disadvantages of said techniques. The selection criteria provided,
enable performance engineers to select workload generation
techniques that are best fit with the use case at hand. Furthermore we give a recommendation for future research in this
field.
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